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Progress Report 
A grant . was recently avrerded by the Institute of Traffic E..YJ.gineera to 
the Georgia Tech Engineering Experiment Station to study the relationships 
of traffic attracted to the central business district to CBD floor space 
use. Preliminary findingG of the study ere briefly described in the 
following paragraphs. 
1. Total trips attracted to the CBD are most closely related to re-
tail sales, office 1 and service floor space use. In the Gainesville study J 
public floor space use also appeared to be a strong attractor of trips. 
(Gainesville is the county a eat of Hal~ County, Georgia and is an important 
center of government activit1e~) 
v ; 
2. The attractiveness of the CBD to total person-destinations appears 
to be closely related to city population, the greatest relative attraction 
being shown by sroall cities. · Total person-destinatio!ill in Gainesville an(l 
Chattanooga have been related to the following cla.asificationn of floor 
apaae use: RetaUj Serv1oe-off'1ce; and Manu.facturing-Warel'..ousing. Since 
theae same floor space groupings vere used by Harper and Edltsrds (Hightre.y 
Research Board Bul. No. 253) in their study of lar~~ cities, these res\uts 
were comparable to the findings of Har]?Cr and Ed,.J"ards. Preliminary rcsul. ts 
indicate that in this type of model 1 retaU a.nd service-off'ice regression 
coeffiaiento are rougnly exponentially related to city population for cities 
up to about one mll.ion popul.o.tion. This is consistent -w1 th the rcsul ts 
ot previous studies vhich havG 3r~~m the CBD in small cities to be a rela-
ti veJ.y more important at tractor of traffic then in large c1 ties. The manu-
facturing-warehousing coefficient is n()t strongly related to city population, 
and in most cases has not been statistically significant. 
3. As expected, shopping trips )rere closely related to retail sales 
floor space use. Reasonably good shopping trip models have been developed 
using var:toua combinations of retail se.l.e:J,. service 1 ofrice 1 and public 
noor space use. Attempts have also been made to fit non-~inear curves re-
lating shopping trips and retall sales :f'l.oor space US{~. 
In eertain of' the Gainaovillc zone a 1 observed trni"fic values varied 
videl.y from those predicted by the least squoros model. The apparent 
reason for this wide variation is that certain of the Gainesville 0-D zones 
have larga floor space areas dev-oted to convenience good.s \·rh.ich have rela-
tively small attraction to CBD s~~pping tripa •. The follow.L~g oecond ueg~~e 
equation closely fits the observ~d data for the Chattanooga study: 
Shopping (vehicle) trips ;:"J 0.00246~ + 1.98.4X + 52 .. s !3 , 
· uhere X
8 
= Retail sales floor space use, thousarJdB of . 
square feet. 
4. Reo.sonabl~ · satisfacto:c:r models have been developed relating work 
trips and retail sales, service, off'1ce1 and public floor apace use. Cur-
iously, manufacturing floor space use has not been shown to be a signti"i-
cant attractor or vorlt trips. This is evidently due to the fact that the 
CBD is not uaually an important manufacturing center. 
• 
5. Predictive models have also been developed relating business trips 
and retail sales, service, o:Ti.cc, G.n'i public floor s1)ac:e use. The classi-
fications ot floor space use :reported in the floor space su...ryeys do not 
appear to be strong at tractors of social Wld recreation trips. 
Greatest difficulty experienced thus far in the study has been the pro-
blem of obtaining traffic ~~d floor apace tabulations in the desired form. 
The Atlanta traffic da.ta has not yet become available, bu ... c. is expect<::d soon. 
It is possible that sui table traffic ~md floor space data w1.ll be obtained 
from Kanaa.s City 1 Missouri. Neither t.he Pi ttsburglt nor the Chicago data 
appears to be usable because of the small number of CBD zones. 
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GLOSSARY 
yt Average 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone. 
Y. Average 24-hour person destinations from internal zones. 
l 
yw Average 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone for work. 
y Average 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone for shopping. s 
yb Average 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone for business. 
y Average 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone for social and cr 
recreation purposes. 
vt Average 24-hour vehicle destinations to CBD zone. 
v Average 24-hour vehicle destinations to CBD zone for work. w 
v Average 24-hour vehicle destinations to CBD zone for shopping. s 
vb Average 24-hour vehicle destinations to CBD zone for business. 
v Average 24-hour vehicle destinations to CBD zone for recreation. r 
v Average 24-hour vehicle destinations to CBD zone for social purposes. c 
X Area of floor space s within zone used for retail sales. 
X Area of floor space within zone used for services. r 
X Area of floor space within zone used for offices. 
0 
X Area of floor space within zone used for public purposes. p 
X Area of floor space within zone used for institutional purposes. c 
X Area of floor space within zone used for semi-public purposes. 
q 
X Area of floor space a within zone used for amusement purposes. 
xh Area of floor space within zone used as hotels. 
xl Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
x2 Area of floor space within zone used for service-office purposes. 
X3 Area of floor space within zone used for manufacturing-warehousing 
purposes. xl, x2' and x3 
refer to the Harper-Edwards model. 
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SUMMARY 
Traffic congestion and delays in the central city have persisted 
and in many cases grown worse despite efforts of traffic engineers to 
increase the capacity of city streets. A part of the difficulty lies in 
an inability to make reliable traffic forecasts as well as a lack of 
understanding of the fundamental nature of traffic flow. Additional 
study is needed therefore not only to provide supplemental forecasting 
techniques, but also to seek a basic understanding of human travel customs 
and practices. Additional research is most needful for the central busi-
ness district, where travel activity is most intense and the problems 
most severe. 
Suggestions have been made for several years that the traffic 
which moves in and out of a city each day is generated by the buildings 
in the central business district. A 1960 Queen's University (Kingston, 
Ontario) study by B. C. S. Harper and H. M. Edwards entitled A Study of 
the Generation of Person Tr ips by Areas in the Central Business District 
tended to confirm this thesis. The present research extends the results 
of the Harper-Edwards study by considering cities of a wide population 
range and developing relationships for trips made for various purposes. 
In the present study, the results of origin-destination studies 
and central business district floor space surveys were used to develop 
linear and non-linear multiple regression equations which related person 
destinations to the central business district to various classifications 
of floor space use. More than 90 such models were developed by the 
X 
statistical least squares technique, and 42 of these models are shown in 
appendices to the report along with appropriate statistical data. 
Subjects of the study were four cities ranging in population from 
12,000 to 2,400,000: Gainesville, Georgia; Charlotte, North Carolina; 
Chattanooga, Tennessee; and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
The study results show that the number of people attracted to 
zones in a city's central business district is closely related to the 
floor area within these zones being used for various purposes. The 
results suggest that for a given city it would be possible to develop 
satisfactory floor space models and that with these models and a reliable 
floor space forecast for the central business district, one could make 
suitable predictions of future traffic flowo It is further shown that 
suitable models may be constructed for the prediction of trips made for 
work, shopping, and business purposes as well as for total trips. 
The results indicate that traffic flow to the central business 
district is most closely related to the following classifications of 
floor space use: retail sales, service, offices, and public floor space 
use. Traffic destinations were not statistically related to manufacturing, 
wholesaling, and semi-public floor space use. 
Three dimensional linear regression models relating total desti-
nations and retail and service-office floor space are shown for ten 
cities over a wide population range. It is demonstrated that the retail 
regression coefficients in these models increase slightly with increases 
in population, and that the service-office coefficients decrease with 
logarithmic increases in populationo 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The past century has witnessed dramatic shifts in the growing 
population of the United States. In 1850, only 15 per cent of the 
population lived in urban areas~ By the turn of the century, this 
percentage had risen to 40 per cent, and today, two out of three Americans 
live in urban areas. By the year 2000, it is estimated that the popula-
tion of the United States will exceed 300 million. Well over three-
fourths of the expected increase can be expected to occur in metropoli-
l* tan areas. 
Urban traffic congestion, always serious, has become increasingly 
severe as cities have grown and matureda Efforts by traffic engineers 
to deal with traffic congestion have largely been of a stop-gap nature, 
and more symptomatic than corrective. While the regulation of curb 
parking, provision of one-way streets, signalization of intersections, 
and the like have significantly decreased traffic delays and increased 
capacity, the problem of serious urban congestion remains. 
Elimination of this problem is aggravated by the fact that urban 
transportation facilities are expensive and difficult to change. Once 
a transportation facility is provided, little can be done to change it 
radically for 20, 30, or more years. 
* Superscript numbers refer to similarly numbered references in 
List of References at end of thesis. 
2 
Historically and to the present time, the central business district 
(CBD) has been the focal point for the city's population and has experienced 
the most serious traffic congestion and delays. 
The need for reliable predictions of traffic flow to the central 
business district is becoming increasingly apparent. If predictions of 
future traffic flow to the central city are to be made with confidence, 
more must be learned of its basic nature and causes. The development of 
such basic data is a primary purpose of this study. 
City planners and others have suggested for some time that traffic 
which is attracted to a city's central business district is closely 
related to the type and intensity of use of the buildings in that center. 
If this hypothesis is true, it implies that CBD traffic forecasts should 
be made by considering anticipated changes in CBD floor space use. Develop-
ment of mathematical models relating CBD traffic to floor space use would 
not only provide an additional check on traffic predictions but would 
also provide for consistent and coordinated planning for traffic and land 
use in the CBDo 
2 A 1960 study by Harper and Edwards showed that the number of peo-
ple attracted to CBD zones was closely related to floor space use within 
these zones. The authors of this study developed linear regression 
models for seven cities relating total person-destinations to three classi-
fications of floor space use. 
The intent of the present study was to extend the work of Harper 
and Edwards by developing multiple regression models for cities of a 
wide population range and for trips made for various purposes. 
CHAPTER II 
THE CHARACTER OF THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT 
The Census Bureau has defined the central business district as 
"an area of very high land valuation, an area characterized by a high 
concentration of retail businesses, offices, theaters, hotels, and 
'service' businesses, and an area of high traffic flow." 3 
The CBD is an area of intense human activity. In retail trade, 
employment, recreation, and manufacturing activities, it dominates the 
central city of which it is a part as well as the surrounding suburbs. 
Horwood and Boyce4 conceive of the central business district as 
3 
being comprised of a core which is surrounded by a frame. The CBD core 
is characterized by a high degree of land use and a heavy concentration 
of social and economic activity. Typical land uses in the core include: 
offices, retail sales, consumer services, banks, hotels, and theaters. 
The core is the hub of the city's mass transit system, and characteristi-
cally has the city's highest buildings. Growth of the core is usually 
vertical rather than horizontal, and its outer boundaries are determined 
by walking distances. The core constitutes roughly one-fourth of the 
area of the central business district. 5 It has only about 20 per cent of 
the parking spaces, but it is the destination of more than two-thirds of 
6 the CBD shoppers. 
In contrast to the core, the CBD frame has little retail land use. 
Characteristic land uses in the frame are: automotive sales and services; 
4 
off-street parking; medical and dental services; wholesaling; light 
manufacturing; transportation terminal facilities; and multifamily 
residences. 
Some3 contend that areas with land uses which are predominantly 
wholesaling, light manufacturing, and multifamily residences should be 
excluded from any demarcation of the CBD~ Another difficulty of the core-
frame concept is that its proponents have provided no standard method 
for locating the boundaries of these areaso 
Delimitation of the CBD 
A method for delimiting the central business district has been 
7 proposed by Murphy and Vanceo This method is briefly described in 
the following paragraphs" 
It involves, first of all, land use mapping of an area 
around the PLVI (Peak Land Value Intersection) extensive enough 
to include everything that by any stretch of the imagination 
might be considered as belonging in the District. From the 
field sheets three maps are made for each city: one of ground 
floor use, one of second floor use, and a third map on which 
the uses of the third and higher floors are generalized in such 
a way that the total floor areas in various uses on the third 
and all higher floors can be arrived at. Calculations from 
these three maps form the basis for the CBD delimitation$ 
A fundamental element of the method is the designation of 
certain types of land use occupance as non-central business in 
character. These include residential, governmental and organiza-
tional, industrial, wholesaling and commercial storage, and vacancy. 
In contrast, all other land uses are considered to be central 
business uses. 
The technique involves, also, the application of two 
indexes? To be considered as lying within the CBD a block has 
to have a Central Business Height Index (CBHI) of one or more; 
that is, central business uses (in contrast to non-central 
business uses) have to average one story or more for the 
blocka Secondly, the block has to have a Central Business 
Intensity Index (CBII) of 50 per cent or more; that is, at least 
50 per cent of all floor space at all levels combined has 
to be in central business uses. In addition to qualifying on 
the bases of both of these indexes, the block has to be one 
of a contiguous group of such blocks surrounding the PLVI. 
The Murphy-Vance technique provides a scientific approach to the 
problem of standardizing the delimitation of the central business 
district. However, it has not been generally used in the development 
of origin-destination traffic surveys. 
The Size of the CBD and Its Influence on Traffic Flow 
5 
The central business district occupies a relatively small part of 
the urbanized area, its proportionate area being less than 0~5 per cent 
for the large cities and only about 4 per cent for the smallest cities. 
The area of the CBD increases with increase in city population, but at a 
decreasing rate. 
A Bureau of Public Roads study5 of 69 cities reports that cities 
in the 10,000-25,000 population range had nine times as much CBD area per 
capita as cities of over one million. The relationship of CBD area to 
city population is shown by Figure lo 
The central business district is "the major destination of traffic 
movements in an urbanized areao 115 However, its relative importance as 
an attractor of traffic decreases with increase in city size. 8 Fourteen 
times as many vehicles per capita may enter the CBD in cities of 5,000-
10,000 population as in the cities with more than 1 million population. 5 
Primar·y reasons for this phenomenon are: scarcity of parking spaces, 
availability of mass transit facilities, and opportunities for more diverse 
trip patterns in larger cities. The relationship of the number of vehi-
cles entering the central business district to the metropolitan area 
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Figure 1. Area of the CBD and its Relation 
to Population of the Urbanized Area. 
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Figure 2. Number of Vehicles Entering th e CBD 
in Relation to Population of the Urbanized 
Area . 
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Comparing the curves of Figures l and 2, a remarkable similarity 
is noted. This similarity leads to the hypothesis that traffic flow 
to the central business district is closely related to CBD area. A 
7 
plot of CBD area and vehicle flow to the CBD appears to corroborate this 
hypothesis (Figure 3)o For cities with populations less than one million, 
the number of vehicles entering the CBD is linearly related to CBD area. 
This relationship does not appear to be valid for more populous cities, 
and the data suggest that increases in central business district area 
beyond about Oo6 square mile do not attract a proportionate number of 
vehi c 1 es to the CBDo 
The CBD in Transition 
In most cities, the central business district has experienced 
remarkable shifts in land use in recent years. While these changes have 
been occurring for 50 or more years, the most rapid change has occurred 
since the end of World War II. 
Population growth, higher family incomes, and increased ownership 
and popularity of the automobile have contributed to a relative decline 
in the population of the central city as shown in Figure 4. Suburban 
residential growth has been followed by decentralization of sales, indus-
trial, and professional activities. The relative decline of the central 
city as a center of retail trade and manufacturing and wholesale employ-
ment is illustrated by Figure 5. 
Perhaps the extent of decentralization of American cities is most 
clearly seen by a consideration of trends in retail sales. In a study 
of 55 metropolitan areas, McMillan9 reported that suburban retail sales 
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Figure 3. The Relationship of Vehicles Entering the CBD 
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1~Average of thirteen cities: Cleveland, Chicago, Boston, 
Baltimore, New York, San Francisco, Buffalo, Detroit, 
' Philadelphia, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, 
~ and Los Angeles. Source: Ref. (11). 
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Figure 4. The Relative Decline in Population 
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Los Angeles. Source : Ref. (11). 
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Figure 5. The Relative Decline of the Central City as a Center of 
Retail Trade and Manufacturing and Wholesale Employment. 
only one per cent. During this same period, the proportion of retail 
sales in CBD's decreased from 18.8 per cent to 15.9 per cent of 
total sales. 
Changes in retail sales activities have been accompanied by 
similar decreases in wholesale and industrial activities in the CBD. 
11 
However, in most cities, the importance of the CBD an an employment center 
has remained stable or increased. 
The rapidly changing nature of the central business district is 
mirrored in a Clark University land use study3 of Long Beach and 
Oakland, California, and Richmond, Virginia. In this study 67 per cent 
and 32 per cent gains in Service-Financial-Office land use were reported 
for Oakland and Long Beach, respectively, during a seven year period. 
During this same period, retail land use in Oakland gained only 3 per 
cent, while Long Beach reported a 7 per cent decline in retail land use. 
During a four-year period, the Richmond CBD experienced a 4 per cent 
increase in Service-Financial-Office use, while all other land uses 
declined~ A breakdown of the findings of this study are given in Table 1. 
At first glance, one might expect these functional and land use 
changes to lessen the traffic difficulties of the CBDo However, while the 
central business district has declined in relative importance as a 
traffic attractor, absolute volumes of traffic flow to the CBD have in 
most cases increased. 
Even in terms of retail sales, where sharpest relative declines 
have been noted, for most cities the decline in absolute terms was small 
or non-existent. Retail sales in the Washington, D. C. CBD, for example, 
declined only 0.4 per cent from 1954 to 1958 even though its proportionate 
~~ 
Table l. Trends in CBD Land Use 
Percentage Change 
City Richmond Long Beach 
Time Interval 1956-1960 1953-1960 
Land Use 
Retail Business - 6.3 - 6.7 
Service-Financial-Office + ~-- 3 + 32.4 
Public and Organizational - 11.4 - 10.7 
Industrial - 15.9 + 40.0 
Wholesale and Storage - 44.5 - 31.6 
Residential - 9.0 + 17.6 
Vacant Lots and Buildings + 23.3 + 35.6 












NOTE: In this study, which utilized the Murphy-Vance delimitation 
technique, service-financial-office land uses accounted for 50 per cent 
of the total land use; retail business, 27 per cent; and public and 
organizational, 8 per cent. Since the Murphy-Vance technique classifies 
industrial, wholesale, and residential uses as non-central uses, the 
percentages of total land use for these categories are understandably low. 
13 
share declined from 20.2 per cent to 16el per cent of the tota1. 9 
During this same period, retail sales in Atlanta's CBD, while experiencing 
a relative decline, increased in absolute terms 13.2 per cent. 9 
While retail, manufacturing, and wholesale employment have become 
decentralized, office employment in the CBD has increased. In most 
cities, the central business district remains a major employment center, 
attracting large numbers of work trips during periods of peak traffic 
flow. 
Peak hour traffic congestion has been aggravated by a decreasing 
utilization of mass transit facilities in favor of private automobiles. 
This trend is well illustrated by cordon count data for Los Angeles. 
Thirty-five per cent of all people entering downtown Los Angeles in 1924 
came by car; in 1940, 56 per cent; and in 1960, 75 per cent. 10 Similar 
declines in mass transit utilization have been experienced in most cities 
of the United States during this same period. 
Thus, because of population growth, construction of offices and 
government buildings in the central area, and changes in travel mode, 
traffic congestion in the CBD has not improved. It is ironical that as 
the central business district has declined in relative importance as an 
attractor of traffic, congestion there has not abated, and in many cases 
has grown worse. 
The Future of the CBD 
The past trends in the shifting character of the central business 
district are likely to continue into the future, but at a slower rate. 
While slight declines in relative importance are likely, there is little 
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question but that the CBD will continue to be the dominant center of 
financial, cultural, and government activities. "There is," in the words 
11 of Vernon, "every reason to expect continued vitality." 
The most significant changes to the CBD that are likely to be 
experienced in future years are: ~ (1) further relative declines as a 
retail sales center; (2) more decentralization of manufacturing and 
wholesale establishments; (3) absolute increases in office and government 
employment; and (4) increased use of the CBD for social, cultural, and 
residential purposes. 
In a recent paper, 12 Wilbur Smith summarized current informed 
opinion regarding probable future changes in the CBD: 
The CBD will not generally increase in dominance in the 
future and will be subject to growing competition from outlying 
commercial areas. Its stabilization and decline in relative impor-
tance will result from continual urban population dispersion, the 
consequent proximity of competitive outlying areas, and the shift 
of non-essential activities to new, low-cost sites. 
The CBD will, however, continue to be the vital and domi-
nant focal point of the area, and will increase as a cultural 
and social center. In many cities, downtown office functions, 
including governmental offices, can be expected to increase. 
Functionally, the CBD will continue to become more special-
ized, not merely in the activities taking place but also in their 
location in clusters within the area. Further decentralization of 
retail, manufacturing, and wholesaling employment is likely. 
In keeping with the changing functions of the CBD will be 
the development of high-rise or luxury apartments within or near 
th~ core ~ area. These, as well as the emergence of new multi-
storied office buildings, will broaden the tax base and tend to 
offset losses that have resulted from dilapidated or outmoded 
properties. 
Few traffic engineers and city planners believe that the CBD traffic 
problem will improve with a mere passage of time. Indeed, more serious 
traffic congestion in the city center is likely unless positive steps are 
taken to provide improved terminal and circulation facilities. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PREDICTION OF THE TRAFFIC FLON TO THE CBD 
Bitter experience has shown that urban transportation facilities 
must not be based on routine extrapolation of past traffic trends. 
Public interest demands that traffic and terminal facilities be based 
on informed engineering judgement and reliable traffic predictions. If 
obsolescence and economic waste are to be avoided, it is apparent that 
up-to-date scientific prediction techniques must be used. 
A great deal of progress has been made in the field of urban traffic 
prediction during the past ten years9 During this period, the most notable 
trend has been the increasing reliance on mathematical models and formulae~ 
A complete enumeration and description of these techniques is beyond the 
scope of this thesis. Furthermore, a full account of the methodology that 
has been applied would be inappropriate here, as adequate descriptions are 
available in the literatureo It does seem important, however, to make brief 
comments on current approaches to the problem, and to point out certain in-
adequacies in order that the current study may be seen in proper perspective. 
In most of the metropolitan transportaiion planning studies which 
have been conducted in the past decade, future travel projections have been 
based on relationships which have been found to exist between the exist-
ing patterns of traffic flow and "land use." Analysis of origin-destina-
tion studies has shown that generation of trips in residential areas is 
influenced by such factors as family income, automobi~e ownership, resi-
dential density, and distance from the city center. In non-residential 
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zones, employment, retail sales, area of building or land in use, and other 
such factors have been taken as indices of "land use" generation. Typi-
cally, estimates of future trip volumes between any two zones 'have been 
based on anticipated changes in land use within the two zones. 
Because most traffic projections are based on the results of a 
single origin-destination study, it has usually been necessary to assume 
that traffic generation rates remain constant with time. There is reason 
to suspect that this assumption is not correct. Recent studies of 
Washington, D. C., for example, showed a significant reduction of night 
time travel for recreational and soc~al purposes and a corresponding 
13 increase in travel for the purpose of shopping. 
Commenting on the dangers involved in assuming constant trip 
t . t K ' 14 b d genera 10n ra es, enn1son o serve g 
The present knowledge of these rates has been based largely 
on empirical observations with little information becoming avail-
able concerning the basic motivations of trip making. The funda-
mental reasons for trip making, the criteria for the selection of 
destinations, and the values placed by individuals on terminal 
conditions, routes, modes of travel, time of day, and trip expense 
remain unquantified. 
The Fratar Method 
In many recent highway planning studies, future trip estimates 
between any two zones were made by expanding present trip interchanges in 
accordance with expected land use changes within the two zones. 15 Fratar 
proposed an iterative technique in 1954 which would provide consistent 
estimates by harmonizing the mutual effects of interchanges among all the 
pairs of zones in the study area. However, according to the Fratar method, 
if the traffic volume between two zones is zero in the survey data, then 
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the traffic estimate for the design year is also zero.
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This is a 
serious limitation as a large proportion of future traffic is expected 
to be generated by areas yet undeveloped. 
Gravity Models 
Many traffic engineers feel that a more realistic approach to 
estimating future trip interchanges is provided by the gravity mode1. 17 
The gravity model provides a means by which patterns of trip interchanges 
are synthesized according to the relative availability of opportunities 
for interchange of trips between the various zones. Beginning with an 
estimate of future trips generated by a particular zone, the gravity model 
formula distributes these trips in proportion to the relative attraction 
of an area and inversely proportioned to some power function of the 
distance (or travel time) between the areas. 
Despite its popularity, the gravity model is seriously limited by 
its extreme sensitivity to time-distance relationships. 18 Estimations 
of the total number of trips generated by a residential zone can be made 
with a relatively high degree of precision. Furthermore, even if errors 
in total traffic growth are made, it may be possible to lessen the conse~ 
quences of these errors by modifying the timing of the construction of 
new transportation facilities. However, the magnitude of travel time-
distance errors may be much greater, and the consequences much more 
serious. In the Chicago Area Transportation Study, for example, it was 
assumed that average automobile ~rip length will remain constant during 
the next twenty years. If, instead, it had been assumed that the average 
travel time will remain constant, a different alternative would have 
been indicated as the optimum transportation planB 19 
18 
Wilbur Smith has noted that "estimates of travel between districts 
are subject to considerably more variability than estimates of total trip 
production because so much depends on the quality and capacity of highways 
which link districts together. 1118 
.floor~e Models 
Recognizing "the limitations of existing methods of forecasting 
future travel within cities,'' the Ontario Department of Highways sponsored 
research at Queen's University in 1958 ''in an attempt to develop new 
forecasting techniques." 2 In this study, multiple regression was used 
to relate traffic flow to the CBD to the following classifications of 
floor space use within the CBD: (1) Retail; (2) Service-Office; and 
(3) Manufacturing-Warehousing. 
The central business district was chosen for study by Harper and 
Edwards because "there seemed to be a serious gap in the development of 
the methods for evaluating travel to the city centre." 
The study report, which was published in 1960, concluded that 
there is a close relationship between the number of people attracted to 
an area in the CBD to the amount of floor space used for various purposes 
within that section of the CBDe 
Since the Harper-Edwards study was principally concerned with cities 
with populations over 600,000, city population seemed to have little 
effect on the models that were developed. 
Harper and Edwards made no attempt to develop models for trips 
made for a particular purpose, nor was any attempt made to develop models 
using various combinations of floor space use. Their important study was 




METHOD OF STUDY 
Using the Harper-Edwards study as a starting point, efforts were 
made in this research to develop floor space models for cities over a 
wide population range and for trips made for various purposes. CBD 
floor space inventories and origin-destination traffic studies were 
obtained for the cities of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Chattanooga, 
Tennessee; Charlotte, North Carolina; and Gainesville, Georgia. Choice 
of these particular cities was dictated primarily by the availability 
of suitable traffic and floor space data. For each of these cities, 
floor space data was assembled and tabulated by origin-destination 
(0-D) zoneso Multiple regression models were developed relating traffic 
flow to CBD zones to floor space use within these zones. Various classi-
fications of floor space use were related to total trips and also to 
trips made for the following purposes: Shopping, Work, Personal Business, 
Social, and Recreation. In these models, traffic was regarded as the 
dependent variable and various classes of floor space use as independent 
variables. In effect, this assumes that changes in average traffic 
volumes attracted to a CBD zone are caused or explained by changes in the 
magnitude of one or more classifications of floor space use. 
For the Pittsburgh, Charlotte, and Gainesville studies, trips were 
expressed in 24-hour person-destinations. Due to the manner in which 
traffic was reported in the origin destination study, trips were generally 
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expressed as 24-hour vehicle destinations in the Chattanooga models. 
Floor space use was expressed in thousands of square feet~ 
In an effort to evaluate the influence of city size, predictive 
models were developed relating total 24-hour person destinations to 
three categories of floor space use: Retail, Service-Office; and 
Manufacturing-Warehousing. These same floor-space groupings were used 
2 by Harper and Edwards to develop models for seven cities ranging in 
size from 275,000 to 3,670,000 population. These particular models were 
therefore comparable with those developed by Harper and Edwards, and 
from this comparison, it was possible to obtain some measure of the 
influence of city size. 
Linear Regression 
With but few exceptions, all models were developed using simple 
and multiple linear regression techniques. Basically, linear regression 
involves determining the parameters or coefficients in a linear equation 
which best describes or fits a set of observations. In simple linear 
regression, the problem is to determine the coefficients b and K in an 
equation of the form 
y = bx + K 
For example, simple linear regression was used to relate work 
trips to CBD zones in Chattanooga to the number of employees in each zone, 
producing the following equation: 
Work Destinations 0.826 (No. of Employees in Zone) - 26 
A dot chart and regression line for this relationship is shown 
as Figure 6. 
Similarly, in multiple linear regression, it is necessary to 




, b3, K in an equation of the form: 
y = 
In this case, it is assumed that the dependent variable is influenced 
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not by one but by two or more independent variables. While the method for 
determining the multiple regression coefficients are similar to those 
used for simple regression, the multiple regression surface exists in 
three or more dimensions and cannot be easily plotted or sketched. 
Essentially the problem of regression is to determine the line 
or surface which "best-fits" the observed points. While there are a 
number of methods for determining the line or surface of "best-fit," 
the technique used in this study was the well-known method of least 
squares. 
The method of least squares may be defined as follows: If, for the 
dependent variable y, the difference between the observed values and the 
predicted values is determined, squared, and summed; then this sum will be 
a minimum for the least squares line or surface. That is to say, the 
least squares line or surface is the "best-fit" in the sense that the sum 
of the squares of the errors is as small as possible. 
In this study, the least square calculations were made with the 
aid of an electronic computer. The calculations may, of course, be made 
by hand or with the use of a desk calculator. To illustrate the steps 
involved in the least squares technique, sample calculations are presented 
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Figure 6. Relationship of Work Trips to Employees. 
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Statistical Measures of Correlation and Regression 
In the paragraphs which follow, certain measures of importance are 
discussed, both for the regression mcdel as a whole and for the individual 
variables a 
Measures of Importance of the Regression Model 
Having developed a predictive regression model, it is helpful to 
obtain some measure of its effectiveness. Several statistics may be 
computed which serve to evaluate the model and to measure its worth. 
The meanings of four such statistics, which were used in this study, 
are briefly stated below. For more detailed information on these statis-
. 20 21 tical measures, reference may be made to a number of ava1lable textbooks. ' 
Standard Error of Estimate. The standard error of estimate measures 
the closeness with which the estimated values agree with the observed 
values~ A "small" standard error indicates close agreement between 
traffic values computed by the model and traffic actually observed. The 
standard error is expressed in the same unit as the dependent variable, 
which for most of the models developed in this study were person-trips 
or vehicle-trips. 
Coefficient of Multiple Determination. The coefficient of multiple 
determination measures the proportion of variation in the dependent 
variable which is explained by, or associated with, differences in the 
independent variable or variableso Large values of the coefficient of 
multiple determination, which range from 0 to 1, are indicative of a close 
degree of association between the dependent and independent variables. 
In this study, for example, a coefficient of multiple determination of 1 
would indicate that all of the variation in traffic flow to the CBD could 
be explained by variations in floor space use, while a value of zero 
would indicate that traffic and land use are not related. 
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Coefficient of Multiple Correlation. The square root of the co-
efficient of multiple determination is called the coefficient of multiple 
correlation, or more simply, correlation coefficient. It also serves 
as a measure of the degree of association between the dependent and 
independentvariables. However, it tends to overestimate the association 
between the dependent and independent variables, and in this sense is 
inferior to the coefficient of multiple determination as a measure of this 
association. 
The F Ratio o The F Ratio is the ratio of the variation explained 
by the model to the residual or unexplained variation. Roughly speaking, 
it may be stated that "large" va~ues of the F Ratio are indicative of 
"good" predicative models. An F Ratio of zero would indicate no correla-
tion between the dependent and independent variables, while perfect 
correlation between the variables would require an ~F Ratio of infinity. 
Measures of Importance of Individu§l Variables 
In addition to attempting to measure the effectiveness of the 
total mathematical model, measures were made of the regression and corre-
lation of the individual variables. The importance of each variable was 
shown by a study of its regression coefficient, standard error, partial 
correlation coefficient, and level of significance. The meaning of 
each of these measures is briefly stated in the paragraphs that follow. 
The Regression Co~fficient. A simple regression coefficient 
shows how many units the dependent variable changes for each unit change 
in the independent variable. In simple regression, the regression 
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coefficient measures the slope of the regression line. Similarly, in 
multiple regression, a net regression coefficient shows the relation of 
the dependent variable to the concomitant independent variable, excluding 
the influence of the other independent variable or variables. The net 
regression coefficient of an independent variable measures the slope of 
the regression line when all other independent variables are taken to be 
zero. 
In this study, the regression coefficients serve as a measure of 
the attractive strength of the corresponding floor space use. However, 
a regression coefficient of 4.0 for retail floor space use does not 
imply that each unit of retail floor space attracts four units of traffic. 
Caution must therefore be exercised in evaluating the regression coeffi-
cients, recognizing the nature of the model of which the coefficient is 
a part. For example, in a Chattanooga model for total trips, the coeffi-
cient of service floor space use when considered in conjunction with 
retail floor space use alone was 12.69. However, the coefficient of 
service floor space use when considered in conjunction with retail and 
institution floor space use was only 10.24. This apparent discrepancy 
is explained by the fact that the two coefficients do not measure the 
same thing. The value of 12.69 shows the average increase in traffic 
for each unit increase of service floor space use, but without making 
any allowances for differences in institution floor use. The coefficient 
of 10 •. 24 shows the average increase in traffic, with both retail and 
institution floor space use remaining unchanged. The two models alluded 
to above may be seen in Tables 15 and 16. 
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The Standard Error of the Reg~ession Coefficient. The standard 
error of the regression coefficient furnishes a measure of the accuracy 
of the estimated regression coefficient. Expressed in the same units as 
the regression coefficient, the standard error measures the closeness with 
which the estimated coefficient agreE~s with the "true" regression coeffi-
cient. Assuming that the observations are normally distributed about 
the regression plane, a confidence interval may be computed using the 
"t"-distribution at the desired level of risk. 
Partial Correlation Coeffici~nt. A partial correlation coefficient 
measures the correlation between the dependent variable and each of the 
independent variables. For a given independent variable, the partial 
correlation coefficient measures only the effect of that variable; any 
linear tendency of the remaining independent variables to obscure the 
effect is eliminated. Squared, the partial correlation coefficient shows 
how much that variable reduces the variation after all of the other 
variables are taken into account. 
Level of Significance. Each regression coefficient was tested at 
the 0.1, 1, and 5 per cent levels of significance using the Student's "t" 
test. To say that a regression coefficient is significant at the 0.1 
per cent level of significance means that this result would be expected 
purely by chance only once in 1000 times; a coefficient significant at 
the 1 per cent level means that that value would arise one time in 100 
by chance, and so on. 
It should be noted that the calculation of meaningful correlation 
statistics requires that strictly random samples be taken from normal 
bivariate or multivariate universes. This means: (1) that the joint 
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frequency distributions of the variables in the sample must be representa-
tive of the corresponding distribution in the universe; (2) that the 
distribution of each variable must tend to follow the normal frequency 
curve; and (3) that the standard deviations of the dependent variable 
must remain constant within normal sampling fluctuations. 20 
Because the number of available observations was relatively small, 
conclusive checks could not be made to determine if all of the above 
requirements were fulfilled. However, there are reasons to believe that 
certain of these requirements were not met. For example, the frequency 
distributions of the variables appear not to follow the normal frequency 
curve but rather seem to be positively skewed. This is illustrated by a 
histogram for certain of the floor space values for Gainesville, shown 
as Figure 7. Furthermore the grouping of CBD blocks into Origin-Destina-
tion zones is not done randomly, but contiguous blocks are grouped into 
zones more or less arbitrarily depending upon the judgement of the indivi-
dual who performs this grouping. 
Fortunately, estimates of the regression coefficients are not as 
seriously affected by departures from the required conditions as are 
estimates of correlation coefficients. The most serious results of these 
departures is to cause the computed correlation statistics (correlation 
coefficient, partial correlation coefficient, standard error, etc.) to 
be misleading. 
While it is risky to base strict probability statements upon the 
correlation statistics, it is believed that these values do serve as an 
approximate measure of the effectiveness of the variables and the models, 
and are especially helpful in comparing two or more models which describe 
the same traffic flow in the same city. 
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Retail Floor Space in Zone 
(Thousands of Square Feet) 
Figure 7. Histogram for Retijil Floor Space, Use ,in 
Twelve Gainesville Origin-Destination Zones~ 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
In this study, more than 90 regression equations were developed 
relating traffic flow to the central business district to floor space 
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use within the CBD. Models were developed for total traffic destinations 
as well as for trips made for work, shopping, business, social, and 
recreation purposes. The most satisfactory models are described in 
succeeding paragraphs and in tables which are included as appendices to 
this report. 
The study encompassed an analysis of traffic-floor space relation-
ships for four cities of the eastern United States: 
1) Gainesville, Georgia, a center of trade and local government 
in rural north Georgia with a population of 17,000; 
2) Charlotte, North Carolina, a city of wholesale trade, finance, 
insurance, and real estate with a population of 202,000; 
3) Chattanooga, a diversified city of 283,000 in southeastern 
Tennessee; and 
4) Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, a city of 2.4 million people. 
Some difficulty was experienced in the computer tabulation of the 
Charlotte traffic data by trip purpose. The values used for Charlotte 
trips made for work, shopping, business, and social-recreation . can 
therefore only be taken as approximate. As a result, little confidence 
can be placed in the models developed from these data. While these 
models are included in the appendices in the interest of completeness, 
their value is questionable~ 
In the following equations, the symbol Y refers to average 24-
hour person destinations to the central business district, while the 
symbol V refers to vehicle destinations. The letter X is used to 
denote floor space in use in thousands of square feet. X refers to 
s 
floor space used for retail sales purposes; X denotes office use; 
0 
and X , public use. The symbol X refers to floor space devoted to 
p r 
personal and business services; and X denotes floor space classified 
c 
as "institutional." 
Jotal Traffic Models 
In developing total traffic models for Gainesville, Charlotte, 
and Chattanooga, it was found that total trips to the CBD are most 
closely related to sales, service, office, and public floor space use. 
Total Traffic Models for G~inesvill~. Georgi~ 
Equation (1) is the best total trip model developed from 
Gainesville data: 
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= 8.98X + 2l.l2X + 63.26X + 216 
s 0 p 
( 1) 
With an F Ratio of 90.82, this model is highly significant. The 
coefficient of multiple determination of 0.956 suggests that over 95 
per cent of the variation in traffic during this period was explained by 
the equation. Reasonably close agreement between the observed traffic 
values and those computed by equation (1) was noted. This is shown 
by a small standard error and by a zone-by-zone comparison of computed 
and observed trips shown in Table 10, Appendix C. 
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The partial correlation coefficients indicate that total person-
trips attracted to Gainesville's CBD are closely related to retail sales, 
office, and public floor space use. Partial correlation coefficients for 
sales, office, and public floor space were respectively 0.827,0.907, and 
0.822. The regression coefficient for office floor space (b ) was most 
0 
significant, being significant at the 0~1 per cent level. The regression 
coefficients for public (b ) and sales (b ) floor space were both signi-
p s 
ficant at the one per cent level. Total traffic to the Gainesville 
CBD showed little correlation with service, wholesale, manufacturing 
and, semi-public floor space use. 
It is interesting to note that the regression coefficient for public 
floor space use is more than seven times that of sales floor space and 
almost triple that of office floor space. This suggests that Gainesville's 
public floor space exerts a much stronger relative attraction to traffic 
than do retail sales and office floor space. In this is reflected the 
important civic and governmental functions served by Gainesville as 
the county seat of Hall County. These coefficients may also show that 
sales space is not intensively used in Gainesville and that overcrowding 
may prevail in public spaces. 
A similar model was developed by relating sales, office, and public 
floor space use to traffic attracted from the internal area (i.e., the 
urbanized area defined by the origin-destination cordon line). 
Y. = 4.74X + 14.48X + 29.07X + 94 
l s 0 p (2) 
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Correlation statistics for this equation also imply that traffic 
destinations and CBD floor space use are strongly related. Equation (2) 
was characterized by a large F Ratio and correlation coefficient and a 
small standard error. These values are given in Table 11, Appendix C, 
along with a comparison of traffic destinations computed by the predictive 
model and those observed in the origin-destination survey. It is noted 
that the computed and observed traffic values are remarkably similar for 
the four central zones where traffic is highest. ~ 
A comparison of equations (1) and (2) suggests that about one-
third of the trips attracted to office space and about one-half of the 
trips to public and sales floor space originate from areas beyond the 
internal origin-destination cordon. This reflects the county-wide influ-
ence exerted by the rural county seat. In contrast to more populous 
cities, a large percentage o~. trips to the Gainesville CBD originate in 
the rural hinterland where there are no shopping and work centers to 
compete with those in the central city. 
Total Traffic Model for Charlotte, North Carolina 
A very satisfactory model was developed relating total person 
destinations to the Charlotte CBD to floor space used for sales, services, 
and offices. 
= 10.62X + 9.29X + 15.01X + 2343 s r o (3) 
Equation (3) was significant at the 2.5 per cent level. The model 
was characterized by a high correlation coefficient and a small standard 
error of estimate. The agreement between observed traffic values and those 
computed by the model was remarkably close. In no case did the computed 
destinations vary more than four per cent from the observed destinations. 
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With only five observations (0-D Zones), none of the regression 
coefficients were significant at the ten per cent level. The sales and 
office regression coefficients were significant at the 20 per cent level 
and the service coefficient at the 30 per cent level. Partial correla-
tion coefficients for ' all variables exceeded 0.90. 
The regression coefficients for equation (3) suggest that sales 
and service floor space use in Charlotte attracts about ten daily 
person-destinations per 1,000 square feet, and office floor space use 
about fifteen.· 
Total Traffic Models for Chattanooga, Tennessee 
Although there were only six origin-destination zones in the 
Chattanooga CBD, the least squares models for the most part were very 
satisfactory. The most satisfactory total trip model related total 
person-destinations to three categories of floor space use: retail 
sales; personal and business services; and institutions. 
= 7o30X + 13.56X + 7o02X - 25 s r c ( 4) 
Very close agreement between the observed trips and those computed 
by equation (4) are shown in Table 13. Closest agreement is noted for 
zones 511 and 515 where traffic activity is most intense. 
Total traffic flow to the Chattanooga CBD was most closely related 
to retail sales and personal and business service floor space use. For 
equation (4), partial correlation coefficientp for sales and service floor 
space use, respectively, were Oo945 and 0.962e Although institutional 
floor space use was found to be a significant variable, very satisfactory 
results were obtained when person--trips were related to sales and service 
floor space alone, resulting in equation (5). 
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= 5.17X + 16.72X + 512 s r (5) 
This model, being three dimensional rather than four, is simpler to 
apply than equation (4). Its standard error was 1181 as compared to a 
standard error of 872 for equation (4). (See Table 14.) The correla-
tion coefficient for both models was larger than 0.99. Equations (4) 
and (5) were both significant at the 0.5 per cent level. 
Worthy of special mention in equations (4) and (5) are the relative-
ly large regression coefficients for the personal and business service 
floor space variable. These coefficients indicate that service floor 
space use in Chattanooga attracts about twice as many person-trips to the 
CBD as sales floor space use. It will be remembered that in the Gaines-
ville study 11 service" floor space use was not a significant attractor of 
total trips. This apparent anomaly is explained by the fact that the 
Chattanooga "service" floor space classification is a broad one, including 
space used for office and public functions. 
Total trip models for Chattanooga were also developed in terms of 
vehicle-trips. These models, showr subsequently as equations (6) and 
(7), are similar to equations (4) and (5), respectively, e_xcept that 
traffic flow to the CBD is expressed as vehicle trips rather than person-
trips. 
= 4.95X + 10.24X + 5.44X - 111 s r c ( 6) 
= 3o30X + 12.69X + 305 s r (7) 
Equations (6) and {7) are described in more detail in Appendix C. 
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The Effect of City Population on Total Traffic Models 
In order to provide a basis for comparing the results of their 
2 
analysis of different cities, Harper and Edwards related person-destina-
tions to the CBD to three common floor space groups: (l) Retail; (2) 
Service-office; and (3) Manufacturing···Warehousing. Typical floor space 
classifications included in these groups are shown by Table 2 . Similar 
models were developed for Gainesville :, Charlotte, and Chattanooga, pro ..... 
viding a measure of the influence of city size on the Harper-Edwards model. 
These models, along with those developed by Harper and Edwards, are shown 
in Table 3. (See also Tables 17 , 18 9 and 19, Appendix C. ) 
A study of the equations shown in Table 3 was made to determine if 
the regression coefficients are significantly related to population. A 
coordinate plot of the retail coefficients and urban area population sug-
gested that the Retail coefficient, b1, increased with increases in city 
population. A best-fit of a straight line to this data, shown as equation 
(8), strengthened this belief . 
b1 = 0.00108 (Population , Thousands) + 11 . 19 (8) 
With an F Ratio 118 . 23, equation (8) was significant at the 0.1 per 
cent level. This implies that the probability of obtaining equation (8) 
strictly by chance is less than 0.001 . However, the small correlation 
coefficient of 0.49 indicates that much of the variation in the regression 
coefficient is not explained by equation (8). Indeed, this correlation 
coefficient is not significantly different from zero when tested at the 
five per cent level . 
The hypothesis that the 11 true" regress ion coefficient for equation 
(8) is equal to zero was tested by Student 1s "t 11 -test. It was found that 
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Table 2. Typical Floor Space Classifications Included in 
Groups Used by Harper and Edwards2 
Retail Service-Office Manufacturinq~Warehousing 
Retail Business Service Manufacturing 
Retail Business Consumer Service Wholesale with Stocks 
Core Retail Office Building~~ Warehouses 
Intensive Retail Public . Offices Light Industry 
Extensive Retail Bank and Miscellaneous Heavy Industry 
Open Business Institutions Industrial 









Table 3. Models for Nine Cities Relating Total Person Destinations 
to the CBD to Retail, Service-Office, and Manufacturing-
Warehousing Floor Space Use 
City Population Model 
Gainesville 16,787 yt -- 10.95X1 + 15.96X2 3.30X3 + 
Charlotte 202,000 yt -- 10.84X1 + 13.83X2 + 1.61x3 
+ 
Chattanooga 283,170 yt --- 8.49X1 + 7.63X2 2.92X3 




Vancouver 600,000 yt ·- 14.32X1 + 10.53X2 + 3.67x3 
+ 
Dallas 614,799 yt = 16.19X1 + 3.55X2 + 12.65x3 
Seattle 732,992 yt = 13.68x1 + 4.38X2 + 0 .15XJ 
Baltimore 1 '337' 37 3 yt = l2.87X1 + 4. 52X2 + 1.34X3 











Phildelphia 3' 671,048 yt = 14.60X1 + 5.86X2 + 1.28X3 - 3470 
the regression coefficient of 0.00108 was not significant at the 10 per 
cent level. Thus, it cannot be confidently asserted that the increases 
in the retail coefficients in Table 3 are associated with increases in 
population. 
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A plot of population versus the Service-Office coefficients in 
Table 3 suggested that the coefficients decrease with logarithmic 
increases in population. A least squares "best-fit" of the data yielded 
equation (9). 
b2 = 20 . 24- 2.07 Ln (Population, Thousands) (9) 
According to this relationship, the Service-Office coefficient 
decreases sharply with increases in population up to about one million, 
beyond which b2 decreases but at a diminishing rate. The regression coef-
ficient of2.07 in equation (9) was significant at the 5 per cent level. 
Equation (9) was significant at the 0.1 per cent level, indicating 
that this apparent relationship would be expected purely by chance only 
once in 1,000 times if there is no relationship between the variables. 
However, a small correlation of 0.69 indicates that much of the variation 
in b2 remains unexplained by the equation. 
Attempts to relate the Manufacturing-Warehousing coefficients to 
city population indicated that this coefficient is not significantly 
related to city size. Neither was the constant (or zero-intercept) term 
of the models in Table 3 significantly related to population. 
The significance of equations (8) and (9) suggest that it might be 
possible to develop a predictive model for a city based only on city 
population. This would mean that approximations of future CBD traffic 
could be made without reliance on costly origin-destination surveys. 
However, such a model would be influenced by the Manufacturing-Ware-
housing coefficient which, according to available evidence, is not 
significantly related to city size. That is to say, one cannot in 
this way estimate the Manufacturing-Warehousing coefficient with 
confidence. 
It is important to point out that Manufacturing-Warehousing 
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floor space use in the CBD is not closely related to traffic destinations. 
Of the ten Manufacturing-Warehousing coefficients shown in Table 3, only 
two are significant, even at the twenty per cent level. In short, Manu-
facturing-Warehousing floor space in the CBD does not have. a significant 
effect <Dn the 'regr:ession model. With~: this in mind, models were 
developed relating only Retail and Service-Office floor space to total 
person-trips attracted to the CBDo These models are shown in Table 4. 
(See also Appendix C.) 
The omission of the Manufacturing-Warehousing variable did not 
appear to have a harmful effect upon the predictive value of the models. 
In fact, the simpler three dimensional model in several cases appeared 
to be superior to the Harper-Edwards Model~ A comparison of the standard 
errors and correlation coefficients of the models with and without the 
Manufacturing-Warehousing variable is shown as Table 5. 
Utilizing the regression coefficients in the three dimensional 
models shown in Table 4, relationships were developed between population 
and the Retail and Service-Office coefficients. These relationships, 
which are given below, are comparable to equations (8) and (9). 
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Table 4. Models for Nine Cities Relating Total Person Destinations to 
the CBD to Retail and Service-Office Floor Space Use 
City Population Model 
Gainesville 16,787 yt = l0.96X1 + l6.48X2 + 171 
Charlotte 202,000 yt = 9.89X1 + l5.68X2 + 1404 
Chattanooga 283,170 yt = 8.89X1 + 7.31X2 1388 
Tacoma 275,876 yt = 6.20X1 + 7.22X2 1049 
Vancouver 600,000 yt = l5.38X1 + 9.76X2 + 3898 
Dallas 614,799 yt = 6.89X1 + 4.86X2 + 1475 
Seattle 7.32,992 yt = 13.66x1 + 4.35X2 129 
Baltimore 1,337,373 yt = 12.81X1 + 4. 52X2 75 
Detroit 3,016,197 yt = 13.50X1 + 4.78X2 380 
Philadelphia 3,671,048 yt = l5.08X1 + 5.93X2 - 2584 
Table 5. A Comparison of the Standard Errors and Correlation Coefficients of the 
Harper-Edwards Models with Models for which the Manufacturing-Warehousing 
Coefficient Has Been Omitted 
Standard Error Correlation Coefficient 
Model with x3 Model without x3 Model with x3 Model without 
Gainesville 870 833 0.889 0.885 
Charlotte 801 729 0.999 0.997 
Chattanooga 1,133 l ,063 0.996 0.995 
Tacoma 80 743 0.998 Oo992 
Vancouver 3,920 4,251 0.982 o. 975 
Dallas 4,420 5' 367 0.959 0.927 
Seattle 1,590 1,512 0.983 0.982 
Baltimore 5,630 5,198 0.817 0.821 
Detroit 2,890 3,071 0.998 0.998 




= Oo00150 (Population, Thousands) + 9.72 
b
2 
- 22.61 - 2.33 Ln (Population, Thousands) 
Plots of these functions are shown in Figures 8 and 9. 
Correlation coefficients for equations (10) and (ll) were, 
respectively, 0.57 and 0.79. Both models were significant at the 0.1 




The regression coefficient of Oo00150 in equation (10) is 
significant at the 10 per cent level, while the regression coefficient 
of 2.33 in equation (ll) is significant at the one per cent level. Thus, 
it can be asserted with confidence that the Service-Office coefficients 
shown in Table 4 decrease with logarithmic increases in city population. 
It can be similarly stated, but with less confidence, that the Retail 
regression coefficients increase with increases in populationo 
An attempt to relate the zero intercept or "constant" term of the 
equations in Table 4 to city population resulted in equation (12). 
K = 844 - Oo66 (Population, Thousands) (12) 
However, equation (12) was not statistically significant and had a 
correlation coefficient of only 0.46. Correlation statistics for the 
model inqicate that the zero intercept in the three dimensional models 
of Table :4 is not linearly related to city population. It should be 
pointed out that the wide variability of the zero intercept values _ is not 
as critical as one might suspect. This term, which represents the 
attraction of traffic to a zone having zero floor space, has little effect 
on predicted traffic values. Its relative effect is particularly small for 
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Figure 10. The Relationship of Zero Intercept Coefficient to City Population. 
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In summary, it can be stated with confidence that models of the type 
given in Tables 3 and 4 exhibit variations which can, in part at least, 
be explained by differences in population. The results show that the 
attraction of retail floor space to CBD trips increases slightly with 
increases in population. The relationship appears to be linear. In con-
trast, the "attractive power" of service-office floor space seems to 
decrease with logarithmic increases in city population. 
In attempting to develop a predictive model for a particular city, 
it is of concern that much of the variation in the regression coefficients 
is not explained by differences in urban population. This means that it 
would be extremely risky to develop and use a predictive model of the 
type shown in Table 4 based on population alone. 
Part of the deviation from the least squares line is caused by 
undertainties in the original models. The regression coefficients in these 
models may be thought of as only estimates of the "true" coefficients, and 
the reliability of the estimated coefficients depend on the number of 
observations or zones from which they were estimated. 
To illustrate the effect that the number of zones has on the computed 
regression coefficients, models were developed for the city of Pittsburgh 
using the data grouped into 5, 10, and 59 "zones." As illustrated in Table 
6, it was found that the regression coefficients varied widely depending on 
the number of observations or zones. The division of the CEO into small 
homogeneous zones results in a better stratification of the data which 
accounts for the differences in the regression coefficients. It is of 
particular interest that as the size of zones is decreased and as the reli-
ability increases, the regression coefficients appear to approach the values 
that one would expect from a consideration of city population and the rela-
tionships previously developed (Figures 8, 9, and 10). 
Table 6. The Influence of the Number of Observations on the Regression Coefficients 
in a Three Dimensional Linear Model-- Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Number of Correlation 




Model "Expected" By 





= 2.25X1 + 
= 8.25X1 + 
= l2.43X1 + 
= 
l7.78X2 - 22,698 27.85 0.9611 8707 
8 .l3X2 3,057 42.67 0.9225 5057 
5.50X2 - 264 161.52 0.9102 1336 
743 
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While a certain portion of the variation in the regression coeffi-
cients of the models in Table 4 is random and related to the uncertainties 
of the basic models, there are certain indicators which suggest that a great 
deal of the difference in the models may .be expLained in futur:e research by measur-
able characteristics of the city such as retail business and service 
activities, employment, and location and attractiveness of competing 
centers. 
It was noted, for example, that the coefficients for Charlotte 
and Chattanooga were marked by important differences even though the 
cities are of approximately the same size. A comparison of certain econo-
mic measures of city vitality seems to mirror the differences which were 
noted in the traffic models. For example, the larger Retail coefficient 
obtained in the Charlotte model can probably be explained in part by a 
consideration of the data presented in Table 7. Charlotte, which had a 
higher retail coefficient exhibited higher per capita sales and a larger 
number of retail establishments per capita. In 1954, Charlotte ranked 
67th by volume of retail sales, while Chattanooga ranked 75th. 22 
The larger Service-Office coefficient was similarly reflected in 
the total receipts for "selected services 11 as shown in Table 8. 
It is hypothesized that a substantial portion of the variation of 
certain of the regression coefficients is due to the proximity of com-
peting centers. For example, as indicated in Table 4, low Retail and 
Service-Office coefficients were noted for Tacoma. Present knowledge of 
urban travel characteristics dictates that these values were influenced 
by the larger Seattle CBD which lies only about thirty miles away. There 
is also reason to believe that the low regression coefficients in the 
Table 7. Measures of Retail Activities for the Cities of 
Charlotte and Chattanooga 
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Number of Retail 
Retail Per Capita Estalblishments 
City Coefficient Retail Sales Per 1000 PoQulation 
bl ($1' 000) 
Charlotte 9.89 $1,827 8.33 
Chattanooga 8.89 1,695 7.39 
Ratio, Char./Chatt. l~ll 1.08 1.13 
Source: U. S. Census of Business: 1954, Volume II, Bureau 
of the Census, Washington, 1956. 
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Table 8. Measures of Service-Office Activities for the 
Cities of Charlotte and Chattanooga 
Total Receipts 1960 Employment in 
Service-Office For Selected Finance, Insurance 
City Coefficient Services* and Real Estate 
b2 
Charlotte 15.68 $50,220,000 5,287 
Chattanooga 7.31 29,916,000 2,362 
Ratio, Char./Chatt. 2.14 1.68 2.24 
Sources: U. S. Census of Business: 1954, Volume VI, Bureau of 
the Census, Washington, 1957; and County and City Data Book prepared 
under direction of Edwin 0. Goldfield, U. S. Government Printing Office, 
1962. 
~~ 
Note: "Selected Services," a term employed by the Bureau of the 
Census, includes Personal Services (e.g., barber shops, laundries, etc.); 
Business Services (e.g., advertising agencies, duplicating and mailing 
services, etc.); Auto Repair Services; Miscellaneous Repair Services; 
Amusement and Recreation Services; and Hotels, Motels, Tourist Courts, 
and Camps. 
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Dallas model may be partially explained by the competition of the Fort 
Worth CBD which is located only 30 mile~ away. 
In summary, the results indicate that the construction of a total 
trip model from a consideration of population alone could lead to intoler-
able errors. Similarly, the application of a total trip model like those 
in Table 4 to another city of like size would be unwise. Either course 
of action would fail to take into consideration important values such as 
social, economic, and spatial considerations which remain unquantified. 
Work TriR Models 
Satisfactory work trip models were developed for Gainesville, 
Chattanooga, and Pittsburgh, and the results indicated that work trips are 
most closely related to public, service, and sales floor space use. 
Work Trip Model for Gainesville, Georgia 
Work trips to the Gainesville CBD are most closely related to 
service, office, and public floor space use. A least squares model 
relating these variables is shown as equation (13). 
Y = 6.3JX + 2~61X + l9~88X + 67 w r o p (13) 
With an F Ratio of 42.97, this model was significant at the 0.1 
per cent level. Its correlation coefficient was 0.940. Generally close 
agreement between the observed work trips and those computed with the 
model may be observed in Table 31, Appendix D. 
For this model, the public floor space variable was most significant 
(0.1 per cent level). Its partial correlation coefficient was 0.890. 
Public floor space also had the largest regression coefficient. The model 
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suggests that public floor space attracts about three times as many work 
trips per unit area as service floor space and nearly eight times as 
many as office floor space. 
The service regression coefficient was significant at the one per 
cent level. Thepartial correlation coefficient for this va~iable was 
0.791. The office floor space variable was significant at the five per 
cent level and had a partial correlation coefficient of 0.677. 
Work trips to the Gainesville CBD did not appear to be closely 
related to sales, wholesale, manufacturing, or semi-public floor space 
use. 
Work Trip Model for Chattanooga, Tennessee 
For Chattanooga, a very satisfactory model was computed which 
relates vehicle work trips to the CBD to floor space used for retail 
sales and personal and business services. 
V = 0.72X + 5.93X + 158 
w s r ( 14) 
The Very high correlation coefficient (0.9987) for this model 
indicates that 99 per cent of the variation in work trips is explained 
by variations in floor space use. With an F Ratio of 799.59, the model 
is significant at the 0.1 per cent level. A zone-by-zone comparison of 
observed work trips and those computed with equation (14) is given in 
Table 33, Appendix D. 
According to the Chattanooga model, vehicle work trips were most 
closely related to service floor space use. The service regression 
coefficient was significant at the 0.1 per cent level. The pattial correla-
tion coefficient for this variable was 0.994. The large service 
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regression coefficient suggests that more than eight times as many 
vehicle work trips are attracted by Chattanooga's service floor space 
use per unit area as are attracted by sales floor space use. However, 
since the model was developed from only six observations or zones, this 
conclusion cannot be held with a high degree of confidence. 
The retail sales regression coefficient was not highly signifi-
cant, being significant at the 6 per cent level. However, its partial 
correlation coefficient was 0.869. 
Work Trip Model for Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Work trips to Pittsburgh's central business district evidenced 
a close relationship to retail and public floor space use. A multiple 
regression model relating these variables is shown as equation (15). 
Y = 8.29X + 14"44X + 290 o w s p (15) 
This equation was characterized by very satisfactory correlation 
statistics as were the regression coefficients. The model was signifi-
cant at the 0.1 per cent level. The coefficient of multiple determina-
tion indicated that more than 96 per cent of the variation in traffic 
is explained by the model. For the seven most heavily travelled zones, 
computed traffic values varies less than 15 per cent from the observed 
values. These data are shown in Table 34. 
Attempts to develop other work trip models indicated that work 
trips to Pittsburgh's CBD are not significantly related to heavy commer-
cial, manufacturing, and service floor space use. 
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Shoppin_g Trip Models 
In the models which follow, shopping trips were found to be linearly 
related to sales, office, and public floor space use. However, the most 
satisfactory models were non-linear equations relating shopping trips and 
retail floor space use. 
Shopping Trip Models for Gainesville_, Georgia 
In equation (16), shopping trips to the Gainesville CBD are related 
to sales, office, and public floor space use. 
Y = 3.05X + 4.52X + 17.67X - 80 s s 0 p (16) 
From a statistical viewpoint, this model is satisfactory. It is 
characterized by a high correlation coefficient and high significance. 
Each of the independent variables is significant at the one per cent 
level; and each partial correlation coefficient exceeds 0.80. However, 
intuitively, one would question the value of the model. It is contrary 
to intuition that shopping trips are attracted by office and public floor 
space. The apparent correlation between shopping trips and public and 
office floor space use may be explained by a consideration of the shopping 
habits of CBD shoppers. 
A special report of the Highway Research Board23 states: "Though 
the majority of shopping trips originate at home, the downtown worker 
represents an important 'captive market' since up to a third of the 
shopping in the downtown area is done by persons already there as a result 
of employment." Recognition of the importance of the so-called captive 
market by entrepreneurs probably results in the location of certain 
shopping facilities in close proximity to places of employment. Office 
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and public floor space, then, are probably directly related to sales 
floor space which in turn is directly related to shopping trips. 
Intuitively, one would expect shopping trips to be directly 
related only to retail sales floor space use. It was found, however, 
that the Gainesville data could not be satisfactorily fitted to a simple 
two dimensional linear model. Several attempts were therefore made to 
develop non-linear models relating shopping trips and retail floor 




2 + 13~78X - 148 s s (17) 
Although equation (17) as a whole exhibited satisfactory correla-
tion statistics, the second degree t erm was not significant at the five 
per cent level. 
Equation (18) is a least squares fit of the data for six of 
Gainesville's twelve zones and is weighted in favor of the most heavily 
travelled zones. 
Y = 503 .3 Ln (X ) - 1299 
s s (18) 
This model suggests that shopping trips to Gainesville's most 
attractive zones are closely related to the natural logarithm of retail 
floor space use. Trips computed by equation (18) closely resemble the 
observed trips as evidenced by the small standard error. 
Plots of equations (17) and (18) may be seem as Figure 11. Statis-
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Figure 11. The Relationship of Shopping Trips to Gainesville CBD 
t o Retail Floor Space Use. 
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In Figure 11, it will be observed that several of the zones in 
the Gainesville CBD had relatively large areas of retail floor space use, 
but exhibited little attractiveness to shopping trips. Examination of the 
type of floor space within these zones showed that these stores were 
inherently different from those which attracted large shopping trip 
volumes. Typical floor space uses included in the "sales" category for 
these zones were: service station; pawn shop; used cars; photo studio; 
auto accessories store; boat sales; drug stores; and small eating 
establishments. 
The Gainesville data supports the thesis that shopping trips to 
certain retail floor space uses such as large department and variety 
stores are closely related to floor space area. In contrast, shopping 
trips to certain of Gainesville's smaller shops and establishments are 
only slightly related to floor space in use. Certain of these 11 retail 11 
stores evidently attract few shopping trips, but depend on CBD employees 
and shoppers that are attracted to the larger stores. 
It is evident from this study that more meaningful models could 
have been developed if a more detail ed breakdown of 11 retail" floor space 
used had been provided. It would have been instructive, for example, to 
relate shopping trips to two sub-classifications of floor space use: one 
group including the major attractors of shoppers such as the large depart-
ment and variety stores; and another group including all other retail 
uses. 
Shopping Trip Models for Chattanooga~nnessee 
Shopping trips to Chattanooga 1 s CBD were linearly related to retail 
and personal and business service floor space use. This relationship 
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is shown as equation (19). 
V = 2.27X + 0.53X - 154 s s r (19) 
Equation (19) was statistically significant at the 0.5 per cent 
level and had a correlation coefficient of 0.992. Its standard error 
was relatively small, indicating clo~3e agreement between the estimated 
and observed shopping trips to the six origin-destination zones. How-
ever, the personal and business service variable had a partial correlation 
coefficient of only 0.505 and was not significant at the five per cent 
level. A better model was obtained when shopping trips were related 
to retail floor space alone. 
Attempts to develop non-linear models relating shopping trips and 
retail floor space produced the following second degree equation: 
v s = (20) 
With an F Ratio of 6033.55, equation (20) was highly significant. 
The correlation coefficient for the model was 0.999, and its standard 
error of estimate was only 26. For zones 511 and 513, where retail sales 
activity was highest, excellent agreement between the observed shopping 
trips and those computed with the model was noted. (See Table 41.) The 
model produced satisfactory estimates for the remaining zones. A graph 
of equation (20) along with observed data is shown as Figure 12. 
Shopping Trip Model for Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Equation (21), a quadratic model relating shopping trips to the 
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Figure 12. The Relationship of Shopping Trips to Chattanooga CBD 




2 = 0 ~,Oll2X 
s 
l.37X + 110 
s 
(21) 
Statistical data for this model are given in Table 42, Appendix E. 
A plot showing equation (21) and the observed data is shown as 
Figure 13. 
With a high correlation coefficient and a small standard error, 
equation (21) is statistically satisfactory. However, the linear term 
was negative and exhibited a very small partial correlation coefficient, 
suggesting that the "true" shopping model for Pittsburgh might take the 
form of a pure quadratic equation. 
A linear model relating Pittsburgh shopping trips and retail and 
service floor space use was not significant at the one per cent level. 
Personal Business Trip Models 
For Gainesville and Chattanooga, respectively, personal business 
trips were found to be most closely related to office and service floor 
space use. In the Pittsburgh model, business trips were most closely 
related to sales and public floor space use. 
Personal Business Trip Model for Gainesville, Georgia 
The best personal business trip model for Gainesville was a four 
dimensional model including service, office, and public floor space use 
as the independent variables. 
= J.6ox + 5.62x + l5.oJx + 29 r o p (22) 
Statistically, this model was less satisfactory than the work and 
shopping trip models for Gainesville. The model was significant at the 
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Figure 13. The Relationship of Shopping Trips to the Pittsburgh CBD 





0~9089, implying that only about 82 per cent of the variation in business 
trips is associated with variations in floor space use. The computed 
business trips did not closely agree with the observed values, as 
indicated by the large standard error of estimate. 
Business trips to the Gainesville CBD were most closely related 
to office floor space use. The office regression coefficient was 
significant at the one per cent level, and its partial correlation 
coefficient was 0.816~ The public regression coefficient was significant 
at the five per cent level; its partial correlation coefficient was 0.725. 
The service regression coefficient was not significant at the five per 
cent level. 
According to equation (22), public floor space use in Gainesville 
attracts about four times as many business trips as service use, and 
about 2.5 times as many as office use. Personal business trips to 
Gainesville were not significantly related to sales, wholesale, and 
semi-public floor space use. 
Personal Business Trip Model for Chattanooga, Tennessee 
Vehicle business trips to central Chattanooga were related to sales 
and service floor space use. 
= 0.37X + l.42X + 83 s r (23) 
While slightly less satisfactory from a statistical viewpoint than 
the work trip and shopping trip models, equation (23) is still highly 
satisfactory. The correlation coefficient for the model was 0.9929, 
and its standard error was 98. Equation (23) had an F Ratio of 152.12 
and was significant at the 0.1 per cent level. 
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With a partial correlation coefficient of 0.959, the service 
regression coefficient was significant at the one per cent level. The 
retail sales variable was significant at the ten per cent level and had 
a partial correlation coefficient of 0.81. 
The Chattanooga model suggests that nearly four times as many 
business trips are attracted to service floor space as to sales floor 
space. 
Personal Business Trip Model for Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
The best business trip model for Pittsburgh related business trips 
to the CBD to retail sales and public floor space use. 
~ 1.85X + 4.56X - 295 • s p (24) 
This equation exhibited very satisfactory correlation statistics. 
The model was significant at the Ool per cent level, and its correlation 
coefficient was in excess of 0.97. Close agreement between the computed 
and observed traffic data was obtained, and the standard error of estimate 
was small. The variation between the computed and observed traffic 
values was ten per cent or less for six of the ten origin-destination 
zones. Very good statistical data for the regression coefficients was 
also noted. 
Statistical data for equations (22), (23), and (24) is given in 
Appendix F. 
Social and Recreation Trip Models 
Predictive models for Gainesville, Charlotte, Chattanooga, and 
Pittsburgh social and recreation trips are included in Appendix G. How-
ever these models are consistently poor, and the results of this study 
indicates that social and recreation trips are not closely related to the 
area of floor space in use. Although several of these models produced 
satisfactory correlation statistics, certain of the regression coeffi-
cients were negative, casting doubt on the predictive value of these 
equations. 
9ummary of Results 
In summary, thirteen regression equations, constituting the most 
satisfactory models which were developed, are shown in Table 9. 
Table 9. A Summary of Results: Regression Model~ for ,the Cities 
of Gainesville, Charlotte, Chattanooga, and Pittsburgh 
Cit Model 
:rotal Trio Models 
Gainesville yt = 8.98X + 2l.l2X + 63.26X s 0 p 
Charlotte yt = l0.62X + 9.29X + l5.01X s r 0 
Chattanooga yt = 7.30X + 13.56X + 7.02X s r c 
Pittsburgh yt = l3.30X1 + 5.50X2 - 743 






w = 6.33X + 2.61X + l9.88X + 67 r 0 p 
Chattanooga v = 0.72X + 5.93X + 158 w s r 
Pittsburgh y = 8.29X + 14.44X + 290 w s p 
Shopping T_rip Models 
Gainesville y = 503.3 Ln(X ) - 1299 s s 
Chattanooga v = 0.00123X2 + 0.992X + 26 s s s 
Pittsburgh y = O.Oll2X2 1.37X + 110 s s s 
Business 1~rip Models 
Gainesville yb = 3.6ox + 5.62X + l5.03X + 29 r 0 p 
Chattanooga vb = 0.37X s + l.42X r + 83 




1. The number of people attracted to a zone within a city 1 s 
central business district is closely related to the amount of floor 
space used for various purposes within that zone. The results of this 
study indicate that both total trips to the CBD and trips made for work, 
shopping, and business purposes are significantly related to the area 
of certain classifications of floor space use o 
2. With but few exceptions, this research failed to show any 
significant relationships between social and recreation trips and the 
area of floor space use within the CBD. 
J. Both total trips made to CBD zones and trips made for work, 
shopping, and business purposes are most closely related to the following 
floor space use classifications: retail sales, service, offices, and 
public use. 
4. Traffic attracted to the central business district is not 
statistically related to manufacturing, wholesaling, and semi-public 
floor space use. 
5. Regression coefficients in models of the type constructed in 
this study are critically affected by the size of origin-destination 
zones. The selection of small homogeneous zones tends to produce better 
stratification of the data and increases its reliability. In future 
origin-destination studies, it is therefore recommended that trips to the 
CBD be reported by a large number of homogeneous zones, preferably by 
city block . 
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6. In this research, significant regression models were constructed 
by relating traffic to only one or two classes of floor space use. In 
fact, the simpler two or three dimensional models frequenty exhibited 
better correlation statistics than those which included additional 
variables. 
7o Wide variations of floor space use were noted within certain 
of the floor space classifications, impairing the usefulness of the models 
as means of estimating future traffic. These variations were especially 
noticeable for the retail variable for Gainesville which included such 
uses as: large department stores; used car lots; pawn shops; and small 
eating establishments. 
8. In three-dimensional linear models relating total CBD person 
destinations and Retail and Service-Office floor space use, the retail 
regression coefficients increase linearly with city population. In 
these models, the Service-office regression coefficients decrease with 
logarithmic increases in population. While the regression coefficients 
in these equations were significantly related to urban population, sub-
stantial deviations from the least square curves were noted, suggesting 
that it would be unwise to attempt to construct such a model based on 
urban area population alone or to apply one city's model to another of 
similar size o 
9. In the four-dimensional linear model proposed by Harper and 
2 Edwards in which total trips are related to Retail; Service-office; and 
Manufacturing-Warehousing floor space use, the Manufacturing-Warehousing 
coefficient is not statistically significant. 
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10. There is a close relationship between the number of shopping 
trips to an area in the CBD and the amount of retail floor space in use 
within that section of the CBD. The results of this study indicate that 
the relationship between retail floor space use and shopping trips is 
non-linear. 
11. The reliability of floor space models as a means of fore-
casting traffic depends on whether the regression coefficients remain 
constant with time. The effect of time on the regression coefficients 





1. The attainment of a basic understanding of the nature of CBD 
traffic is hindered by divergent and arbitrary methods of delimiting 
the central business district. A standard method of delimiting the 
central business district should be devised or agreed upon and used in 
future origin-destination studies. A scientific method of delimiting 
the CBD has been proposed by Murphy and Vance7 and is worthy of 
consideration. 
2. The problem of providing an efficient and adequate urban 
transportation system is complex. It is no longer sufficient, expecially 
in the case of large cities, to approach urban transportation needs on 
a piecemeal or fragmentary basis. Rather, intelligent planning of a 
city's future transportation facilities requires that the problem be 
viewed as a system, embracing all transportation modes. The planning of 
these facilities should therefore be concerned with the movement of 
people and goods rather than vehicles. The reporting of traffic in 
terms of person trips or person destinations would provide a more useful 
basis for transportation planning since plans made in this manner would 
be less affected by technological advances and changes in travel habits 
and customs. It is therefore recommended that in future origin-destina-
tion studies, travel to CBD zones be reported as person trips or person 
destinations in addition to vehicle trips or destinations. 
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3. The attainment of a full understanding of the relationships 
between CBD traffic and floor space use requires that more detailed 
traffic data be provided in origin-destination reports. Ideally, trips 
should be reported by city block as person trips or person destinations, 
and tabulations should be provided by trip purpose. 
4. During the course of this study, it was observed that in con-
trast to large department and variety stores, certain "retail" floor 
space use exhibited little attractiveness to shopping trips. A more 
detailed breakdown of retail floor space use appears to be warranted by 
the results of the study. The classifications "extensive retail" and 
11 intensive retail" have been used previously in certain floor space surveys, 
and such sub-classifications would probably add to the understanding of 
the relationships between shopping trips and "retail" floor space use. 
5. For certain of the floor space classifications, a part of the 
variation in regression coefficients may be due to differences in inten-
sity of floor space use. For example, overcrowding may have partially 
caused the remarkably high public regression coefficients for Gainesville. 
It is also likely that certain of the differences noted in the Retail 
and Service-Office regression coefficients for cities of different size 
are due to variations in intensity of floor space occupancy. It is there-
fore recommended that further research efforts be directed to developing 
measures of intensity of floor space use and attempting to quantify 
this variable. Some possible measures of intensity which may be fruit-
ful areas of future study include: sales per square foot; employees per 
square foot; and average sales per customer. 
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6. The value of models such as those presented in this research as 
means of predicting future traffic is dependent on a knowledge of wheth-
er the regression coefficients remain constant with time. In future 
research, a long term comprehensive study of one or more cities is there-
fore recommended to measure the effect of time on the coefficients and 
to study the reasons for the variations which may be observed. 
7. In developing traffic-floor space relationships for a given 
city, it should first be determined whether there exist any abnormali-
ties in the intensity of floor space use and if there are extreme varia-
tions within the floor space classifications. Floor space classifications 
which evidence extreme conditions of underdevelopment or overcrowding 
would produce misleading regression coefficients and should therefore 
be omitted from the regression analysis. Broad floor space classifica-
tions which embrace a wide variety of uses would also tend to produce 





In this Appendix the method for computing the regression coeffi-
cients and certain correlation statistics is illustrated. The illustra-
tive calculations relate Shopping (person) Trips to the Gainesville 
central business district t o Retail Sales and Office floor space 
use. 
Traffic and Flo or Space Data 
Floor SQace Use 
Zone Sales Office Traffic 
X X y s 0 
01-006 29.371 44.911 736 2:X s = 659.03 
01-010 184.060 7.194 853 
01-003 86.558 128.673 1953 2:X = 261.73 
0 
01-001 215.489 29.153 2814 
01-011 19.803 0 117 2:X2 = 91,939.79 s 
01-004 8.686 26.607 103 
05-009 15.613 0 5 2:X X = 20,590.15 s 0 
01-002 11.434 14.679 52 
01-007 20.221 1.000 398 2:X2 = 20,456.32 
0 
01-009 34.651 1.564 34 
Ol-005 4.950 7.328 80 2:Y = 7' 197 
01-008 28.197 0.620 34 
2:X y = 968,519.03 s 
Sum 659.033 261.729 7197 
Average 54.919 21.810 598 2:X y = 377 '088 .18 0 
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Calculation of RegrP:ssion Coefficients 
For a three-dimensional model such as the one being developed, 
calculation of the regression coefficients involves the solution of three 
simultaneous equations: 
b0n + blDcl + b2Dc2 = 'ZY 
bOD:l + 
2 
b2D:lx2 Dc1Y blDcl + = 
bo'ZX2 + bl'ZXlx2 + 
2 
2:X2Y b22:X2 = 
This result generalizes for additional variables. For example, 
if one wished to predict traffic based on three floor space classifi-







and b3 to solve. 
Solution of these equations may be accomplished by matrix algebra 






and the regression equation becomes 
= - 145.558 
= 9.035 
= 11.13.3 
Y = 9.04X + ll.l3X - 146 
s 0 
CALCULATION OF REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
By suitable matrix operations, the original matrix of the form F1 will be transformed to the form Fz· 
I I 
II, 
II I 1 
I Z 
liz 

















Z0,590. 15Z 968,519.030 0 
20,ij56.322 377,088. i80 0 
Zl.811 598.Z50 0.08333 
6,Z15.983 57ij,Z5Z.538 -5ij.919 
1q,7q7,751 ZZ0,508.806 -Zi.81 I 
15.687 3Z.5ZO O.l37ij37Zq 
0.111504-73 10.301166 -0.000985158 
14-,05ij,609 156,ij7ij.086 -15.687 
0 -lij5.558 O.I55Z930 































OPE RAT ION 
I 1 = I 0 I IZ. 000 
11 1 =IIo- 659.0331 1 
II I 1 = II I o - Z 61 . 729I 1 
I z = I I - 51L 9 I 911 z 
liz =II 1 I 55,7q6.357 
IIIz =III 1 - 6,Z16.Z571Iz 
I 3 = I z - I 5. 6 87I II 3 
II 3 = I I z - 0 . I I I 5 OH311 I 3 
I II 3 = II I z I I ij, 05q. 609 
Calculation of the Variance and Standard Error 
Total Sum of Squares, SST 
-2 
= ~y - nY 
= 13,196,253.00 - 12(598.25) 2 
SST = 
Regression Sum of Squares, SSR 
8,879,852.25 
-2 
= Thg - nY 
- 145.558 X 7179 = 1,044,960.88 
+ 9.035157 X 968,519.03 = + 8,750,721.49 
+ 11.13329 X 377,088.18 = + 4,.198,232.06 
11,903)992.67 
- 12(598.25) 2 - 4,316.400.75 
SSR = 7,587,591.92 




ar1ance, SY/X = 
= 8' 879' 852.25 - 7..:, 587' 591. 92 
SSE = 1,292,260.33 
SSE 
n - (p + 1) 
1.292,260.~ = 
12 - ( 2 + 1) iJ43 ,584.48 
Standard Error, SY/X = ../Variance = ../143,584 = 378.92 
The _F Test 
Degrees of 
Source Sum of Squares Freedom Mean Square F Ratio 
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The regression model is significant at the 0.1 per cent level, 
since FO.OOl; 2 , 9 is equal to 16.4. 
Multiple Correlation Coefficient and Coefficient of 
Multiple Determination 
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2 Coefficient of Multiple Determination, r = Regression Sum of Squares Total Sum of Squares 
= SSR _ 7.087,59t.92 
SST - 8,879,852.25 
r 2 = 0.8 54473 
Multiple Correlation Coefficient, r = Jo.854473 
r = 0.9245 
Standard Errors of the Regression Coefficients 
sb = sY/XJcoo = 378.92JO.l55293 = 149.32 
0 
sb = SY/X Jell = 378.92 J0.0000188406 = 1. 645 
1 
sb = SY/X J c22 = 318.92 Jo.oooo7 - - = 3.196 
2 
Significance Tests for the Regression Coefficients 
Null Hypothesis: "True" coefficients, ~k = 0, Alternative: 








= 11. 1J12l 3 • .196 
= - 0.9748 Not Significant. 
= 5.4932 Significant at 0.1 Per Cent 
Level. 
= 3.4835 Significant at 1.0 Per Cent 
Level. 
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Simple and Partial Correlation Coefficients 
Using the symbol ~~ to denote a summation of deviations from the 
means, the simple correlation coefficients are first computed. Thus, in 
the following calculations, 
L(X -X )(Y- Y) _ L1 X Y , and so forth. s s s 
~'X X s 0 
~ 1 YX = "ZfX s s 


























Simple Correlation Coefficients 
2::'X X s 0 
rx X = = 
j'L'X2 'L'X2 s 0 s 0 
2:: I YX s 
rYX = j"L 1Y2 'L'X~ s 
'L'YX 
(7179) 2 








220,208181 0 = 0.6092 rYX = = 
j"L1 Y
2 'L'X~ 0 ~ (8,879,852)(14,747) 
Partial Correlation Coefficients 
for b : 
s 
for b : 
0 
= 
= r 2 2 
~ (1- rYX )(1- rx X 
s s 0 
= 0.6092- (0.21678)(0.8148) = Oo7626 
jl- 0.81482)(1- 0.216782) 
so 
The values computed herein are comparable to those shown in 
Table 36. It will be noted that the regression coefficients shown 
above are approximately twice those shown in Table 36, while the 
correlation statistics are the same. This is as expected since traffic 
data in the sample calculations was expressed in trip-ends, while the 
traffic data shown in Table 36 is expressed as destinations. The 
slight discrepancies between the values shown above and those shown in 
the table are apparently due to errors in rounding off. 
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APPENDIX B 
FLOOR SPACE USE DATA 
0-D Zone Sales Service 
01-006 29.371 23.493 
01-010 184.060 75.443 
01-003 86.558 10.624 
01-001 215.489 13.127 
01-011 19.803 2.668 
01-004 8.686 7. 360 
05-009 15.613 17.890 
01-002 11.434 13.318 
01-007 20.221 2.560 
01-009 34.651 10.297 
01-005 4.950 o.ooo 
01-008 28.197 6.007 
FLOOR SPACE USE DATA 
Gainesville, Georgia 
Thousands of Square Feet 
Office Wholesale Manufacturing 
44.911 0~000 o.ooo 
7.194 21.390 4.495 
128~673 2.400 0.000 
29.150 o.ooo 21.244 
0.000 55.089 1.328 
26.607 0.000 22.600 
0.000 126.505 19.200 
14.679 l2o914 8.940 
1.000 1.220 2.400 
1.564 7.400 0.000 
7.328 o.ooo 0.000 















0-D Zone Sales Service 
6111 l ,340. 686 200.548 
6112 226.814 253.044 
6113 92.224 61.888 
6114 168.620 55.678 
6115 64.979 171.333 
FLOOR SPACE USE DATA (Continued) 
Charlotte, North Carolina 
Thousands of Square Feet 
Office Wholesale ManufacturiQg Public 
880o959 472o526 29.666 34.381 
93.613 119.397 6.166 22~003 
176.854 515.490 l30o573 0 ~ 000 
4810 226 591.871 171. 650 o.ooo 
308.955 425.590 117.340 76o834 
c~ontinued) 




14. 50 l 0.000 
46o914 1.688 







FLOOR SPACE USE DATA (Continued) 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 
Thousands of Square Feet 
B Service Institutions Wholesale 
894.139 68.200 27o730 
0 .. 000 27.600 0.000 
164.851 12 &450 86.445 
30.676 119.031 1.100 
381.202 377.610 41.453 
321.055 56.300 371.665 
(Continued) 
Industrial Amusement Hotel 
1.460 57.070 373.170 
o.ooo 0.000 0.000 
67.377 13.105 o.ooo 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
60.500 1.800 45.075 

























FLOOR SPACE USE DATA (Continued) 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Thousands of Square Feet 
Heavy 
Commercial Manufacturing 






















For the purposes of this study, the Pittsburgh data, which was obtained by city block, was 
regrouped into ten summary zones. The zone numbers refer to the X and Y coordinates used by the 
Pittsburgh Area Transportation Study and indicate the approximate location of these zones. 
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APPENDIX C 
TOTAL TRIP MODELS 
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Table 10. Total Destinations Related to Sales, Office, 
Public Floor Space Use -- Gaines ville, Georgia 
REGRESSION EQUATION: yt - 8.98X + 21.12X + 63.26X + 216, s 0 p 
where yt = Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone. 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. s 
X = 0 Area of floor space within zone used for offices. 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for public purposes. p 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed 


























Correlation Coefficient, R = 0.9778 
Obser ved 













Standard Error, S (Yt) = 398 
2 r = 0. 956 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Sales Office Public 
b b b s 0 p 
Level of Significance 1% 0.1% 1% 
Partial Correlation Coefficient 0.82? 0.907 0.822 
Standard Error 2.162 3.476 15.516 
Table 11. Internal Destinations Related to Sales, Office, 
Public Floor Space Use -- Gainesville, Georgia 
REGRESSION EQUATION: Y. 
l 
4.74X + 14.48X + 29.07X + 94, s 0 p 
where Y. 
l 
= Computed response, 24-hour person destinations from 
internal zones. 
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X = Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. s 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for offices. 0 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for public purposes. p 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed Observed 
0-D Zone Internal Person Destinations Internal Person Destinations 
01-006 1,162 1,458 
01-010 1,072 1,088 
01-003 2,734 2,660 
01-001 2,504 2,552 
01-011 536 506 
01-004 520 328 
05-009 168 50 
01-002 360 342 
01-007 204 333 
01-009 280 264 
01-005 223 440 
01-008 1+84 264 
F Ratio = 136.03 Standard Error, s 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9856 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 

























Table 12. Total Person Destinations Related to Retail, Service, 
Office Floor Space Use Charlotte, North Carolina 
REGRESSION EQUATION: yt - 10. 62X + 9.29X + l5.01X + 2343 s r 0 












= Area of floor space within zone 
= Area of floor space within zone 
= Area of floor space within zone 
floor space values are expressed in 
Computed 






used for retail sales. 
used for services. 
used for offices. 
thousands of square feet. 
Observed 






F Ratio = 1391.26 Standard Error, S (Yt) = 491 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9997 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 























Table 13. Total Person Destinations Related to Retail, Personal, and 
Business Service, Institutions Floor Space Use --
Chattanooga, Tennessee 








= Computed response, total 24-hour person destinations to 
CBD zone. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for personal and 
business services. 
= Area of floor space with zone used for institutional 
purposes. 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Observed 














Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9976 
Observed 







Standard Error, S (Yt) = 872 
2 
r = 0.995 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 





















Table 14. Total Person Destinations Related to Retail, Personal and 
Business Service Floor Space Use -- Chattanooga, Tennessee 
REGRESSION EQUATION: 5.17X + 16.72X s r + 512, = 
where yt = Computed response , 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone. 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. s 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for personal and r 
business services. 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed Observed 





















Standard Error, S (Yt) = 1,181 
2 
r = 0.986 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 






1. 87 4 






Table 15. Total Vehicle Destinations Related to Retail, Service, 
Institution Floor Space Use -- Chattanooga, Tennessee 
REGRESSION EQUATION: = 4.95X + l0.24X + 5.44X - lll, s r c 
92 
where vt = Computed response, 24-hour vehicle destinations to CBD zone. 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. s 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for personal and r 
business services. 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for institutional 
c 
purposes. 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed 







F Ratio = 189.82 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9974 
Observed 







Standard Error, S (Vt) = 652 
2 
r = 0.994 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 





















Table 16. Total Vehicle Destinations Related to Retail, Personal and 
Business Service Floor Space Use -- Chattanooga, Tennessee 
REGRESSION EQUATION: vt -·· 3.30X + l2.69X + 305, s r 
where vt = Computed response, 24-hour vehicle destinations to CBD zone. 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. s 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for personal and r 
business services. 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed 














Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9924 
Observed 







Standard Error, S (Vt) = 904 
2 r = 0.985 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 















Table 17. Total Person Destinations Related to Retail, Service-Office, 
and Manufacturing~Warehousing Floor Space Use 
Gainesville, Georgia 
REGRESSION EQUATION: = 
where yt = Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone. 
xl 
x2 
= Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for service-office 
purposes. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for manufacturing-
warehousing purposes. 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Classifications are the same as those used by Harper and Edwards. 
Computed Observed 
0-D Zone Total Person Destinations Total Person Destinations 
01-006 1, 665 2,845 
01-010 l '718 2,169 
01-003 1+, 252 4,316 
01-001 3,806 4,873 
01-011 549 1,265 
01-004 1,338 500 
05-009 260 178 
01-002 784 526 
01-007 550 667 
01-009 840 393 
01-005 455 640 
01-008 892 552 
F Ratio = 1740 Standard Error, s (Yt) = 870 
Correlation Coefficient, = 0.8889 2 0.790 r r = 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Retail Serv.-Off. Mfg. -Whse. 
bl b2 b3 
Level of Significance l% 1% N. S. 
Partial Correlation Coefficient 0.674 0.698 - 0.175 
Standard Error 4.243 5.784 6.564 
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Table 18. Total Person Destinations Related to Retail, Service-Office, 
and Manufacturing-Warehousing Floor Space Use --
Charlotte, North Carolina 




= Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for service-office 
purposes. 
= Area of floor space within zone us~d for manufacturing-
warehousing purposes. 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Classifications are the same as those used by Harper and Edwards. 
Computed Observed 


















Standard Error, S (Yt) = 801 
2 
r = 0.99 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 


















Table 19. Total Person Destinations Related to Retail, Service-Office, 
and Manufacturing-Warehouse Floor Space Use --
Chattanooga, Tennessee 




= Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for service-office 
purposes. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for manufacturing-
warehousing purposes. 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Classifications are the same as those used by Harper and Edwards. 
Computed Observed 




















Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9959 
Standard Error, S (Yt) = 1,133 
2 
r = 0.992 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 


















Table 20. Total Person Destinations Related to Retail, Service-Office 
Floor Space Use -- Gainesville, Georgia 
REGRESSION EQUATION: 
where yt = Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone. 
xl = Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
x2 = Area of floor space within zone used for service-office 
purposes. 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed Observed 
0-D Zone Total Person Destinations Total Person Destinations 
01-006 1,620 2,845 
01-010 3,550 2,169 
01-003 4,246 4,316 
01-001 3,760 4,873 
01-011 630 1,265 
01-004 1,330 500 
05-009 637 178 
01-002 758 526 
01-007 }+51 667 
01-009 ?59 393 
01-005 346 640 
01-008 894 552 
F Ratio = 25.21 Standard Error, s (Y t) = 
Correlation Coefficient, = 0.8851 2 r r = 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 















Table 21. Total Person Destinations Related to Retail, Service-Office 
Floor Space Use -- Charlotte, North Carolina 
REGRESSION EQUATION: 9.89X1 + 15.68X2 + 1404, 
where yt = Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone. 
xl = Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
x2 = Area of floor space within zone used for service-office 
purposes. 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Classifications are the same as those used by Harper and Edwards. 
Computed Observed 


















Standard Error, S (Yt) = 729 
2 
r = 0. 99 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 












Table 22. Total Person Destinations Related to Retail, Service-Office 
Floor Space Use -- Chattanooga, Tennessee 
REGRESSION EQUATION: 8.89X1 + 7.31X2 - 1388, 
99 
where yt = Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone. 
xl = Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
x2 = Area of floor space within zone used for service-office 
purposes. 
























F Ratio = 182.86 Standard Error, S (Yt) = 1,063 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9945 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 














Table 23. Total Person Destinations Related to Retail, Service-Office 
Floor Space Use -- Tacoma, Washington 
REGRESSION EQUATION: 6.200X1 + 7.223X2 - 1049 
where yt = Computed response, 24-hour person trips to CBD zone. 
xl = Area of floor space within zone classified as retail. 
x2 = Area of floor space wi -=.hin zone classified as service-office. 
All floor space values are in units of thousands of square feet. 
Computed 
0-D Zone Total Person TriQs 
000 6,864 
001 4, 762 
002 13,630 
003 6,053 
004 2, 606 
F Ratio = 180.53 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9921 
Observed 






Standard Error, S (Yt) = 743 
2 
r = 0.983 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 













Table 24. Total Person Destinations Related to Retail, Service-Office 
Floor Space Use-- Vancouver, British Columbia 
REGRESSION EQUATION: yt -- 15.380X1 + 9.760X2 + 3898, 
where yt = Computed response, 24-hour person trips to CBD zone. 
xl = Area of floor space within zone classified as retail. 
x2 = Area of floor space within zone classified as service-office. 
All floor space values are in units of thousands of square feet. 
Computed 












F Ratio = 132.45 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9750 
Observed 












Standard Error, S (Yt) = 4251 
2 
r = 0.951 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 













Table 25. Total Person Destinations Related to Retail, Service-Office 
Floor Space Use -- Dallas, Texas 
REGRESSION EQUATION: yt = 6.889X1 + 4.862x2 + 1475' 
where yt = Computed response, 24-hour person trips to CBD zone. 
xl = Area of floor space within zone classified as retail. 
x2 = Area of floor space within zone classified as service-office. 
All floor space values are in units of thousands of square feet. 
Computed Observed 
0-D Zone Total Person Trips Total Person Trips 
01 8,580 18,.380 
02 3,542 .3,840 
03 5,250 .3,010 
04 14,.388 40,1.30 
05 10,724 11,7.30 
06 20,480 14,870 
07 8,767 3,070 
08 21,424 2.3,7.30 
09 5,712 4,940 
F Ratio = .31.88 Standard Error, S (Yt) = 5.367 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9269 2 r = 0.859 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 













Table 26. Total Person Destination~; Related to Retail, Service-Office 
Floor Space Use -- Seattle, Washington 
REGRESSION EQUATION: yt - 13.656X1 + 4.353X2 - 129, 
where yt = Computed response, 24-·hour person trips to CBD zone. 
xl = Area of floor space within zone classified as retail. 
x2 = Area of floor space within zone classified as service-office. 
All floor space values are in units of thousands of square feet. 
Computed Observed 
0-D Zone Total Person TriQs Total Person TriQS 
012 6,979 5,800 
013 19,865 22,760 
014 21,119 19,850 
015 4, 505 4,160 
016 22,808 21,110 
017 15,180 16,160 
002 4,043 3,420 
003 11,603 11 '750 
004 10,155 9,170 
005 6,026 6,920 
006 1 '695 2,960 
007 7,621 8,950 
008 2,744 1,340 
F Ratio = 294.39 Standard Error, S (Yt) 1512 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.982 2 r = 0.964 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 













Table 27. Total Person Destinations Related to Retail, Service-Office 
Floor Space Use -- Baltimore, Maryland 
REGRESSION EQUATION: yt -- 12.814X1+ 4.518X2 - 75' 
where yt = Computed response, 24-hour person trips to CBD zone. 
xl = Area of floor space within zone classified as retail. 
x2 = Area of floor space within zone classified as service-office. 
All floor space values are in units of thousands of square feet. 
Computed Observed 
0-D Zone Total Person TriQS Total Person TriQS 
010 7,640 9,780 
011 22,926 19,410 
012 14,822 20,300 
020 20,770 21,230 
021 7,143 9,910 
022 10,288 15,300 
023 3,226 3,670 
030 20,727 27,830 
031 22,135 18,110 
040 10' 196 7,570 
041 8,248 2,620 
051 11,063 3,460 
F Ratio = 32.28 Standard Error, s (Yt) = 5198 
Correlation Coefficient, = 0.8215 2 0.675 r r = 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 













Table 28. Total Person Destinations Related to Retail, Service-Office 
Floor Space Use --Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
REGRESSION EQUATION: Yt - 12.43X1 + 5.50X2 - 264, 
where yt = Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone. 
xl = Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
x2 = Area of floor space within zone used for service-office 
purposes. 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
~~ 
Computed Observed 
0-D Block Total Person Destinations Total Person Destinations 
33-64 6,642 7,300 
42-48 1,437 1,289 
43-69 8,169 9,285 
48-63 8,707 6,275 
57-54 3,318 1,829 
64-49 3,974 2,288 
71-64 11,605 9,723 
73-45 15,171 19,508 
75-75 1,944 1,457 
59-73 622 1,423 
F Ratio = 161.52 Standard Error, s (Yt) = 
Correlation Coefficient, = 0.9102 2 r r = 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 


















Table 29. Total Person De~;tinations Related to Retail, Service-Office 
Floor Space Use --Detroit, Michigan 
REGRESSION EQUATION: yt = 13.505X1 + 4.776X2 - 380, 
where yt = Computed response, 24-hour person trips to CBD zone. 
xl = Area of floor space within zone classified as retail. 
x2 = Area of floor space within zone classified as service-office. 
All floor space values are in units of thousands of square feet. 
Computed Observed 







17 18' 173 
19 7,350 
F Ratio = 656.49 









Standard Error, S (Yt) = 3071 
2 
r = 0.995 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 













Table 30. Total Person De~)tinations Related to Retail, Service-Office 
Floor Space Use -- Philadelphia, Pennsyl vania 
REGRESSION EQUATION: l5.079X1 + 5.930X2 - 2584, 
where yt = Computed response, 24-hour person trips to CBD zone. 
xl = Area of floor space within zone classified as retail. 
x2 = Area of floor space within zone classified as service-office. 
All floor space values are in units of thousands of square feet. 
?~ 
Computed Observed 
0-D Zone Total Person Trips Total Person Trips 
0001; 0002 90,623 
0003 10,665 
0005; 0006 103,640 





0045 ll '434 ' 
0047 7,226 
F Ratio = 302.65 











Standard Error, S (Yt) = 557 
2 r = 0.958 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 















WORK TRIP MODELS 
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Table 31. Work Trips Related to Service, Office, Public Floor 
Space Use -- Gainesville, Georgia 
REGRESSION EQUATION: y - 6.33X + 2.61X + 19.88X + 67, w r 0 p 
where y = Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone w for work. 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for services. r 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for offices. 0 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for public purposes. p 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed Observed 


























Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9403 
Standard Error, S 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 



























w = 115 
2 







Table 32. Work Trips Related to Service, Office Floor 
Space Use -- Charlotte, North Carolina 
REGRESSION EQUATION: y = 8.17X ·- 7. 87X + 2439, w 0 r 
where y = Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD w for work. zone 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for offices. 0 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for services. r 
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All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed Observed 












Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9958 
Standard Error, S 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 













= (Y ) w 339 







Table 33. Work Trips Related to Retail, Service Floor 
Space Use -- Chattanooga, Tennessee 
lll 
REGRESSION EQUATION: V = 0.72X + 5.93X + 158, 






= Computed response, 24-hour vehicle destinations to CBD 
zone for work. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for personal and 
business services. 
























F Ratio = 799.59 Standard Error, S (V ) w = 150 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9987 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 














Table 34. Work Trips Related to Retail, Public Floor 
Space Use --Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
REGRESSION 


















= Area of 
= Area of 
floor space 
F Ratio = 238.58 
y -- 8.29X + l4.44X + 290, w s p 
response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD 
work. 
floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
floor space within zone used for public purposes. 
values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed Observed 





















Standard Error, S (Y ) = 1,211 w 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9824 2 r = 0.965 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 
















SHOPPING TRIP MODELS 
Table 35. Shopping Trips Related to Sales, Office, 
Public Floor Space Use Gainesville, Georgia 
REGRESSION EQUATION: Y = 3.05X + 4.52X + 17.67X - 80, s s 0 p 
where Y 
s 
= Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD 
zone for shopping. 
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X = Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
s 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for offices. 
0 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for public purposes. 
p 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed Observed 







































Standard Error, S (Y ) = 115 
s 
2 
r = 0.951 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 




















Table 36. Shopping Trips Related to Sales, Office 
Floor Space Use -- Gainesville, Georgia 
REGRESSION EQUATION: y -- 4.53X + 5.57X - 71, s s 0 
where y = Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD s for shopping. zone 
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X = Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. s 
X = Area of floor space wi -~hin zone used for offices. 0 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed Observed 









































s = 186 
2 
r = 0.860 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 














Table 37. Shopping Trips Related to Retail Floor 
Space Use* -- Gainesville, Georgia 
REGRESSION EQUATION: y s - 0.030X
2 





= Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD 
zone for shopping. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales, 






























Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9549 













s = 156 
2 
r = 0.912 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 
Partial Correlation Coefficient 
Standard Error 
~( 













Table 38. Shopping Trips Related to Retail Floor 
Space Use* -- Gainesville, Georgia 
REGRESSION EQUATION: y 




= Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD 
zone for shopping. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales, 
expressed in thousands of square feet. The independent 
























Standard Error, S (Y ) 
s = 68 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9942 2 r = 0.988 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 








Model was developed for six selected zones. Zones 01-011, 
01-004, 01-009, 01-010, 01-005, and 01-008 were omitted. 
Table 39. Shopping Trips Related to Retail, Office Floor 
Space Use -- Charlotte, North Carolina 
REGRESSION EQUATION: y = 6.68x - 8.45X + 3075, s s 0 
where y = Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD s 
zone for shopping. 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. s 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for offices. 0 
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F Ratio 9.720 (Y ) 
s = 1,188 Standard Error, S = 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9131 2 r = 0.834 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 













Table 40. Shopping Trips Related to Retail, Personal, and 
Business Service, Floor Space Use 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 
REGRESSION EQUATION: v 
s 
2.27X + 0.53X s r 154, 
where V 
s = Computed response, 24-hour vehicle destinations to CBD 
zone for shopping. 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
s 





























F Ratio = 88.03 Standard Error, S (V ) s = 213 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9921 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 








r = 0.984 






Table 41. Shopping Trips Related to Retail Floor Space Use --
Chattanooga, Tennessee 
REGRESSION EQUATION: v s 0.00123X






= Computed response, 24-hour vehicle destinations to CBD 
zone for shopping. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales, 
expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed Observed 
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F Ratio = 6033.55 Standard Error, S (V ) 
s = 26 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9999 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 






r = 0. 999 ' 





Table 42. Shopping Trips Related to Retail Floor Space Use --
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
') 





= Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD 
zone for shopping. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales, 





































Standard Error, S (Y ) 
s = 511 
2 r = 0.959 
Statistica l Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 



















PERSONAL BUSINESS TRIP MODELS 
Table 43. Business Trips Related to Service, Office, Public 
Floor Space Use -- Gainesville, Georgia 
REGRESSION EQUATION: 3.6ox + 5.62x + l5.03X + 29, r o p 
where Yb = Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD 
zone for business. 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for services. 
r 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for offices. 
0 
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X = Area of floor space within zone used for public purposes. p 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed 













F Ratio = 20.21 















Standard Error, S (Yb) = 160 
2 
r = 0.826 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Service Office Public 
b b b r 0 p 
Level of Significance N. S. 1% 5% 
Partial Correlation Coefficient 0.465 0.816 0.725 
Standard Error 0. 768 0.444 1.595 
Table 44. Business Trips Related to Retail, Office Floor 
Space Use -- Charlotte, North Carolina 







= Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD 
zone for business. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for offices. 
= Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
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F Ratio = 25.73 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9508 
Standard Error, S (Yb) = 508· 
2 
T = 0.903 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 















Table 45. Business Trips Related to Retail, Personal and Business 
Service, Floor Space Use -- Chattanooga, Tennessee 
REGRESSION EQUATION: 0.37X + 1.42X + 83, s r 
where vb = Computed response, 24-hour vehicle destinations to CBD 
zone for business purposes. 
X 
s 
= Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
X 
r 
= Area of floor space within zone used for personal and 
business service. 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed 







F Ratio = 152.12 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9929 
Observed 







Standard Error, S (Vb) = 98 
2 r = 0.986 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 















Table 46. Business Trips Related to Retail, Public Floor 
Space Use-- Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
REGRESSION EQUATION: yb = 1.85X + 4.56Xp- 295, s 
where yb = Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD 
zone for business. 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. s 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for public purposes. p 






































Standard Error, S (Yb) = 373 
2 
r = 0.948 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 
















SOCIAL AND RECREATION TRIP MODELS 
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Table 47. Social-Recreation Trips Related to Sales, Service, 
Semi-Public Floor Space Use -- Gainesville, Georgia 
REGRESSION EQUATION: y = 1.56X - l. 55X + 3.65X + 109, cr s r q 
where y = Computed response, 24·-hour person destinations to CBD cr 
zone for social and recreation purposes. 
X = Area of floor space s within zone used for retail sales. 
X = Area of floor space withifl zone used for services. r 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for semi-public q purposes. 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed Observed 

























F Ratio = 5.38 Standard Error, S (Y ) cr 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.612 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 

























Table 48. Social-Recreation Trips Related to Retail, Service 
Floor Space Use -- Charlotte, North Carolina 
REGRESSION EQUATION: Y = 1.276X - 1.217X + 754 cr s r 
where Y = cr Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone for social and recreation purposes. 
X = s Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
X = r Area of floor space within zone used for services. 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed 






F Ratio = 112.76 
Correlation Coefficient, r 0.9877 
Standard Error, S (Ycr) 
2 
= 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 























- 0. 686 
0.913 
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Table 49. Social Trips Related to Personal and Business Service, 
Amusement~ Hotel Floor Space Use -- Chattanooga, Tennessee 
REGRESSION EQUATION: l.55X - ll.26X r a o.84Xh + 25, 
where V 
c 
= Computed response, 24-hour vehicle destinations to CBD 
zone for social purposes. 
X 
r 
= Area of floor space within zone used for services. 
X a = Area of floor space within zone used for amusement purposes. 
Xh = Area of floor space within zone classified as hotels. 
























F Ratio = 22.41 Standard Error, S (V ) c = 42 
Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.9714 2 r = 0.944 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 




















Table 50. Recreation Trips Related to Personal and Business Service, 
Amusement, Hotel Floor Space Use -- Chattanooga, Tennessee 
REGRESSION EQUATION: v 
r = 2.25Xr - l.95Xa - l.90Xh - 38, 
where V 
r 
= Computed response, 24-hour vehicle destinations to CBD 
zone for recreation purposes. 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for services. r 
X a = Area of floor space within zone used for amusement 
purposes. 
xh = Area of floor space within zone classified as hotels. 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed Observed 





















Standard Error, S (V ) 
r = 59 
2 
r = 0.993 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 



















Table 51. Social-Recreation Trips Related to Retail, Service 
Floor Space Use -- Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
REGRESSION EQUATION: v = o.868x - o.509X + 8o6, cr s r 
where Y cr = Computed response, 24-hour person destinations to CBD zone for social and recreation purposes. 
X s 
= Area of floor space within zone used for retail sales. 
X = Area of floor space within zone used for services. 
r 
All floor space values are expressed in thousands of square feet. 
Computed 











F Ratio = 4.82 













Standard Error, S (Ycr) = 655 
2 
r = 0.177 
Statistical Data for Regression Coefficients 
Level of Significance 














A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT TECHNIQUES FOR 
ESTIMATING FUTURE CBD FLOOR SPACE REQUIREMENTS 
133 
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In this Appendix, an attempt is made to briefly describe certain 
of the techniques currently employed by city planners to estimate future 
floor space requirements for the central business district. The material 
presented herein has been largely abstracted from theses by Shirley F. 
Weiss24 and Andrew Karl Toth. 25 
A variety of approaches have been used or proposed by city planners 
to estimate future CBD floor space use, but these approaches may be 
thought of as belonging to one of five basic groups: (1) population; 
(2) purchasing power; (3) business establishments: (4) employment; and 
(5) daytime population. It is not uncommon for floor space projections 
to be based on a combination of these to arrive at the over-all future 
space needs for the CBD. 
By far the most popular indicator of floor space requirements is 
population increase. Projections based on future population estimates 
have been related to city population, urban area population, and trading 
area population. Most forecasts which use this approach begin with 
current floor space requirements, basing estimates of future needs on 
a projected ratio between population and square feet of floor space 
or directly on expected population in the metropolitan or trading area. 
The Denver Planning Office, for example, estimated total future space 
need in the CBD by simply multiplying the projected metropolitan popula-
tion by 32.5 square feet of CBD space per person. The Least Squares 
method has been used in relating population and CBD floor space needs; 24 
however, most city planners seem to prefer a more subjective approach to 
the problem. 
The purchasing power method has been used to estimate retail 
sales space requirements for the CBD. By this method, retail £loor 
space needs are based on an analysis of family income and expenditures 
for the trade area population. 
The first step requires a delimiting of the trade 
area followed by estimates of: families or households, 
household income used for the purchase of retail merchan-
dise and service, that portion of the total expenditure 
spent on retail merchandise, that portion of retail ex-
penditure to be spent at the center and which can be sup-
ported by expected volume of business.25 
This method, while sound in principle, is "cumbersome and 
b f fl . . 1. t. 1125 a 1ng 1n app 1ca 1on. In addition, the number and type of 
assumptions that must be made for the purchasing power method casts 
doubt on its reliability. 
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A third method of estimating future CBD floor space requirements 
is the "business establishments" approach. Using this approach, the 
first step involves classifying the various establishments in the 
CBD accouding to function. Forecasts of the number of establishments 
are made by regression equations based on national, regional, and local 
trends. Similar forecasts for average floor space requirements are made 
using past trends for the CBD under study. Total floor space prodections 
are then obtained by multiplying the estimated number of establishments 
in each subgroup by the corresponding projected average floor space 
required. The overall space requirements for the CBD is then based on 
the summation of the projections of the subgroups. Reliability of 
this method is dependent upon the detail in which the analysis is 
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made. Its use fu lnes s is restricted to 1 arger metropo 1 i tan areas 11 where 
the number of establishments and their variety of functional space require-
ments justify the use of average space per establishment. 1124 
Employment forecasts have been useful in estimating future floor 
space requirements for certail work functions in the CBD. This 
method has been used most extensively for estimating public and private 
office requirement, although future retail space needs have also been 
estimated by this technique. By this method, floor space forecasts 
are usually made by simply multiplying the estimated nu~ber of workers 
by an average space per employee, such as 150 square feet of floor 
space per office employee. Application of this method depends upon 
the availability of suitable tabulations of CBD employment data. Futher-
more, the standard average space per employee probably does not remain 
constant with time and should be adjusted on a subjective basis to 
allow for changes wrought by improved working conditions, automation, 
etc. 
Basing future floor space requirements on changes in daytime 
population is a fifth method which has been proposed but not yet tested. 
Basic data for this approach would be obtained from origin-destination 
surveys. In view of the many imponderables involved in estimating future 
daytime population of the CBD, this technique would seem to be of 
questionable merit. 
In an understatement, Weiss24 observes that ''methods of estimating 
current daytime population in the CBD are farther advanced than those 
for forecasting future daytime population." 
Noting the conditions of variability attendant to forecasts of 
daytime population, Toth25 concludes that 11 this method is rejected for 
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forecasting future space requirements, but provides an excellent approach 
for testing location theory and forecasting open space, thoroughfare, and 
parking requirements. 11 
Floor space forecasts are usually based on several of the above 
approaches, the particular technique employed depending upon the 
functional type of floor space under study. Indeed, several independent 
estimates may be made for each category of floor space use. These techni-
ques are often altered or modified to allow for existing or anticipated 
trends. 
26 In a Tacoma study, the retail space forecast was based on popula-
tion and buying power. Office space estimates were also based on popula-
tion but consideration was given to competition with Seattle and other 
Puget Sound cities for office employment. 
27 A Salisbury, North Carolina, study, estimated that commercial and 
industrial space requirements would increase 1.5 times the rate of the 
trade area population, reflecting the increasing amount of expendable 
income within the trade area. In this study, it was concluded that indus-
trial space was not directly related to population, and future industrial 
space requirements were made by projecting past trends in industrial 
front footage. 
In Dallas, three estimates of office building construction were made: 
one based on population; one based on office employment; and another based 
28 
on past trends of office space use. Using these methods, it was estimated 
that office space use increase by 1980 would be, respectively: 6,608,625; 
7,040,000; and 10,816,722 square feet. 
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In the Dallas study, the estimate of retail floor space took into 
consideration a large number of determinants. It was estimated that 
increased office employment in the CBD would generate a need for 100,000 
square feet of new retail space. A like amount of new space would be 
required by additions to the inventory of shops and stores in the central 
district. Growing convention activity in the city would induce an 
increase for at least 25,000 square feet of retail space. Another 100,000 
square feet of retail space would be required because of increased busi-
ness activity resulting from growth in office facilities in the central 
area. The study estimated that 200,000 square feet of space would be 
required to provide retail services to persons who would reside in central 
district apartments. Finally, it was estimated that special retail stores 
(tobacco shops, lunch stands, etc.) on the ground floor of new office 
buildings would occupy approximately 200,000 square feet of retail space. 
Based on these various influences, it was estimated that the total 
increase in CBD retail floor space use by 1980 would be 725,000 square 
feet. 
It is believed that reasonably precise estimates of future CBD 
floor space use can be made by thoughtful application of the techniques 
that have been described. Furthermore, having decided upon the desirable 
future nature and size of the central business district, there are certain 
steps which a city can take to bring about fulfillment of its planners 1 
prophecy for the city center. There is little doubt that city planners, 
by intelligent and persistent application of the zoning ordinance, building 
code, and capital improvement program, working together with economic and 
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political leaders, can significantly influence the future character of 
the CBD. To this extent, then, future CBD floor space projections may 
take on the nature of self-fulfilling predictions. 
Respectfully submitted: 
Donald 0. Covault 
Project Director 
Paul H. Wright ~ 
Assistant Professor 
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